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Simpson goes to Fencing club spars Dancers perform Ladies Rugby
the ballet, p. 6 off, p. 8 visual feats, p. 13 wins, p. 16
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Football coach
BY BRYAN STOKES II
AND ROBBIE KETCHAM
Collegian Staff
After seven years as Kenyon's
33rd Head Football Coach, Vince
Arduini resigned his post at approxi-
mately 5:30 p.m. yesterday during
a team meeting. This follows
Arduini's leave of absence for un-
specified personal reasons, which he
initiated on Thursday, two days
prior to Kenyon's 0-7- 9 defeat by
Wittenberg College.
The reasons for the leave and
the following resignation are cur-
rently unknown, as neither Arduini
nor Athletic Director Peter Smith
Lip-syn- c
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
AND BRYAN STOKES II
Collegian Staff
A lip-sy- nc performance by As-
sistant Professor of Chemistry An-
thony Watson, which stressed his
displeasure at not receiving a sec-
ond teaching reappointment, sur-
prised student spectators at Satur-
day night's Kenyon After Dark
(KAD) event.
Several sources at the event con-
firm that Watson, the third personality
at the event, performed the song "You







could be reached in time for this ar-
ticle.
This resignation jeopardizes
Arduini's status as NCAC represen-
tative to the NCAA regional advisory
committee for the North evaluation
region. According to NCAA Director
of Projects and Programs R. Wayne
Burrow, a committee member must
hold at least 50 full-tim- e employ-
ment to remain in the committee. This
committee performs a variety of
functions, the most important of
which is to select teams for the
NCAA playoffs. This process will
be finalized on Selection Sunday, to
occur on Nov. 17, a mere three days
away. It remains unknown if Arduini
surprises
while holding up large signs during the
lyrics. The first sign reportedly dedi-
cated the song to the Kenyon admin-
istration and Acting President Ron
Sharp, who as provost last year chaired
the Tenure and Promotions Commit-
tee (TPC), which denied Watson sec-
ond reappointment. Sharp also offi-
ciated in Watson's appeal of this de-
cision before the Grievance Com-
mittee this year, where the TPC de-
cision was upheld. During the re-
frain of the song, which repeats the
word "pain," Watson reportedly
held up a single sign on which was
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resigns
will still be a member of that com-
mittee for this final process.
At the most recent meeting of this
committee on Tuesday, Nov. 12,
which Arduini participated in via con-
ference call, the committee was un-
aware of his leave of absence, accord-
ing to Capital University Head Foot-
ball Coach and North Regional Advi-
sory Committee co-Cha- ir Jim
Collins.
Burrow was unable to comment
on Arduini's status on the committee,
saying, "I have to check and see what
the status is of Arduini's employ-
ment, and then go from there."
This situation, however, may af-
fect the status of Wittenberg College
students
song ended, Watson displayed a fi-
nal sign, which read, "My pain is
brought to you by the Kenyon Ad-
ministration." At the end of the
song, Watson cursed the adminis-
tration, broke the signs and abruptly
left the room. One source said that
he later returned to watch the rest
of the performances.
"I have participated as both a
judge and as a contestant in the past
three lip-sy- nc contests here at
Kenyon," wrote Watson in an e-m- ail
to the Collegian. "Last year, I was
the 'Ugly Bug,' singing a very happy
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Kachel Kessler 04 and Rachel Armstrong '05 enjoy a cool autumn afternoon by frolicking in the
fallen leaves on Peirce Lawn. An upswing in temperatures last week permitted such outdoor fun.
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after 79-- 0 loss
in the playoffs. As the 1 1 th-rank- ed Di-
vision III team and the top second
place team in the country, Wittenberg
would potentially merit one of the three
wildcard spots in the playoffs. How-
ever, without Arduini representing the
NCAC conference, there is a poten-
tial for Wittenberg to lose this spot to a
team from another conference.
Following the Wittenberg game,
Wittenberg offensive center Adam
McClain cited Arduini's importance
to the Springfield News Sun newspa-
per in Springfield, Ohio, saying "I
think with their Kenyon's coach be-
ing a representative, it's a big thing for
us."
The Lords finished their one win
Grant could
BY BRYAN STOKES II
News Editor
After receiving a $28,000
community grant from the Nathan
Cummings Foundation, Kenyon
has completed a study of its com-
pliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act. The grant, initi-
ated by NCF trustee, civic leader
and Kenyon trustee --emerita
Beatrice Cummings Mayer, was
awarded last year. This occured
following contact between former
President Robert Oden and Mayer.
As the first step in Kenyon's
progress towards A.D.A. compli-
ance, the study surveys 13 build-
ings selected by the 15 member
Accessibility Review Committee.
"We looked at accessibility in
terms of three broad categories,"
said Coordinator of Disability Ser-
vices Erin Salva, "Public use, such
as the dining halls and the library
and auditoriums; dormitory space
or residential space and then class-
rooms or meeting rooms. We pri-
oritized things in those three ar-
eas and selected 13 buildings to
look at, because you can't look at
the entire campus, an overall view
of campus in terms of the route of
travel from place to place. So that
Thursday, November 14, 2002
season on Nov. 9 with the loss to
Wittenberg. Kenyon's sole win of the
season was a 22-1- 0 victory over Hiram
College. This season, the margin of
defeat has been wider than in years
past, raising concern about the state of
the program. In addition, the team size
dropped below 40 for the first time this
season, with a total of 35.
Arduini arrived at Kenyon in
1995 to head Kenyon's 1 12-ye- ar foot-
ball program following a nine-ye- ar
stint as the assistant coach of the
Harvard University program. He de-
parts with a 19-50- -1 combined record
for his seven years at Kenyon. At this
time, it is uncertain who will fill
Arduini's position.
bring changes
included Middle Path and parking,
as well."
The historic preservation of
many of these buildings, however,
restricts the extent to which
changes may occur."We just knew
that generally this is not a very
accessible campus hilly, historic
buildings," said Salva, "There are
obvious problems with historic
buildings, and there really is jn the
federal building code. You really
can't touch a historic building if
it's going to compromise the struc-
ture. And we knew that going in a
place like Ascension or Ransom
is basically untouchable. It's on
the historic register, and to do any
kind of renovation that would in-
volve the footprint of the building
you just can't do that. It would
compromise the integrity of the
building."
The study, conducted by
Gaede Serne Architects Inc. based
in Cleveland, offers numerous ac-
cessibility options based on the
issues found within these build-
ings. "We just came down there
and surveyed each building, took
pictures and took measurements,"
said Gaede Serne architect Will-
iam Samstag. "Then we brought
see ADA, pagefour
Tonight: Cloudy. High: 52F, Saturday: Snow. High: 34F,
low: 37F. low: 23F.
Friday: Showers. High: 41F, Sunday: Rain and snow show-lo- w:
28F. ers. High: 33F, low: 23F.
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Lip-syn- c: Audience didn't
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
little ditty called 'The Ugly Bug Ball"
from Disney's Summer Magic. Like
everything else I do in life, I played
the part of the 'Ugly Bug' to the hilt by
dancing, laughing and smiling my way
through a very silly song. I received
many compliments from students for
my performance last year.
"I was once again invited by Af-
ter Dark to participate in this year's lip-sy- nc
contest," Watson continued. "I
decided to try a radical departure from
the ' Ugly Bug' and decided to play the
part of the late Kurt Cobain by lip-synci- ng
to Nirvana's latest release,
"You Know You're Right." Again, I
was totally immersed into my role, and
I acted like an angry, angst-ridde- n,
November 6-Nove- mber 13, 2002
Nov. 6,3:20 p.m. Unregistered keg
found at New Apartments.
Nov. 6, 3:51 p.m. BB gun found at
New Apartments.
Nov. 6, 4:22 p.m. Medical call re-
garding ill village resident at Kenyon
College Bookstore. College Town-
ship Emergency Squad was called.
Nov. 7, 12:47 a.m. Underage con-
sumption outside Mather Residence.
Nov. 7, 1:19 a.m. Unregistered,
noisy gathering at Hanna Hall.
Nov. 7, 2:31 a.m. Non student
charged with trespassing.
Nov. 7, 10:51 a.m. Vandalism, bum
mark on door at McBride Residence.
Nov. 7, 3:10 p.m. Beer dumped in
keg holders leakingon floorofLeonard
Hall.
Nov. 7, 9:23 p.m. Medical call re- -'
garding student injured in fall at Storer
Hall. Student was given ice pack and
advised to call Security Office if she
needed further assistance.
Nov. 8, 12 a.m. Theft of taps from
closet at Hanna Hall.
Nov. 8, 9:26 p.m. Vandalism, win-
dow broken at Lewis Hall.
Nov. 8, 11:02 p.m. Underage pos-
session of alcohol outside New
Apartments.
Nov. 9, 2:36 a.m. Illegal use of
drugs in room at New Apartments.
Nov. 9, 12:53 p.m. Possible break-
ing and entering at Philahder's Pub.
Nov. 9, 2:49 a.m. Drugs found at
Mather Residence'
Nov. 9, 12:52 p.m. Small fire, burn-ingleavesoutside21- 4N.
Acland Street.
Possibly caused by cigarette.
Nov. 9, 1:49 p.m. Medical call re-gardingstudentwith- cuthand.
Student
was advised to see College physician
when he returned to campus.
iconoclastic 'Grunge Guy.' Again, I re
ceived many compliments from stu-
dents about my performance. I was led
to believe that it went over very well."
Several students at the perfor-
mance, many of whom wished to re-
main anonymous, said they were
stunned by the Watson act.
"After he left, the audience was
just stunned," said one student. "I don't
think anyone knew what to think. I
really had no idea what had just hap-
pened. I turned to the person next to
me and asked if it was a joke of some
kind. She informed me that he'd been
denied tenure and denied his appeal
and is very bitter and angry about this
decision."
"I was a little shocked," said KAD
Nov. 9, 1:10 a.m. 111 studentunder-
age consumption of alcohol at Caples
Residence.
Nov. 10, 12 a.m. Student assaulted
by other student at Peirce Hall.
Nov. 9, 6 p.m. Fire alarm at Mather
Residence, pull station pulled. No
smoke or fire found and alarm was
reset.
Nov. 9, 9: 18 p.m. Underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Mather Residence.
Nov. 9, 10 p.m. Drugs being used at
Hanna Hall.
Nov. 9, 10:30 p.m. Alcohol at the
Horn Gallery.
Nov. 9, 10:54 p.m. Underage pos-
session of alcohol at Norton Hall.
Nov. 9, 11:11 p.m. Underage pos-sessionofalco- hol
at Mather Residence.
Nov. 9, 11:51p.m. Underage pos-
session of alcohol in room at Hanna
Hall.
Nov. 10, 12:10 a.m. Unruly guest
asked to leave party at lodge.
Nov. 10,1:15a.m. Drugs beingused
outside Mather Residence.
Nov. 10, 2:56 p.m. Fire alarm at
Watson Hallcaused by smoke in
kitchen.
Nov. 10, 6 p.m. Unregistered keg
found at Hanna Hall.
Nov. 11, 1:31 p.m. Underage pos-
session ofalcohol at Mather Residence.
Nov. 11,1 :39 p.m. Underage pos-
session at Mather Residence.
Nov. 11, 1:58 p.m. Sword and
bow found in room at Mather Resi-
dence.
Nov. 11, 2:44 p.m. Mini kegs re-
moved from rooms at Mather
Residence.
' Nov. 13, 12:45 a.m. Drugs being
used in room at Old Kenyon.
NEWS
President Ayesha Qureshi '03, who
was familiar with Watson's previous
performances. "Students did find it re-
ally funny. One of my friends who
didn't know him told me that he was
doing a good job at ... pretending to be
mad. If he did mean it as a joke, it may
not have been funny to people who
knew what the situation was.
"I knew he was angry," she con-
tinued. "There were probably some of
the students who didn't know who he
was as a professor, or some of the-thing- s
that had been going on con-
cerning the reappointment decision
were like, 'This guy's crazy.' I had
him as a professor, and I understood a
little bit about the situation, so I was
shocked but, I don't know if 'under
Some question reasons for
Watson reappointment denial
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
AND BRYAN STOKES II
Collegian Staff
After Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Anthony Watson's lip-sy- nc
performance about the
Kenyon Tenure and Promotion
Committee (TPC) decision against
his reappointment to the faculty,
several sources close to the situa-
tion have questioned the criteria
used by the committee in reaching
their decision.
While TPC records are confi-
dential, reliable sources who asked
to remain confidential indicated
that a lack of recently published
scholarship material and negative
student feedback were among the
reasons for the committee's deci-
sion. However, sources also indi-
cated that possible previous situa-
tions in which Watson and mem-
bers of the College administration
disagreed may have indirectly con-
tributed to the reappointment de-
cision.
According to sources, during
Watson's first year at Kenyon, he
made what was described as a
"flippant, sarcastic" remark to a
student in one of his classes. Later,
the student asked that his or her
grade be changed from where it
stood at that point to an 'A.' When
Watson consented only to raise the
grade by a third of a letter in hy-
pothetical terms, from a C to a C
or a B- - to a B the student's fam-
ily, who one source described and
others confirmed as being able to
"make an impression with mem-
bers of senior administration,"
brought its concerns to the admin
expect angry song
standing' is the right word, but I knew
why he did what he did."
"I thought he was a great profes-
sor," said Qureshi, who had Watson
as a professor. "He taught a hard sub-
ject matter, and I think he did it very
well. He took the time to help me
through the material."
"It's a really crushing thing to find
out you're not going to be rehired,"
said Faculty Affairs Committee Chair
and Professor of Women's and Gen-
der Studies Laurie Finke. "It's been
my experience that oftentimes people
go on to really stellar careers after be-
ing denied tenure or reapointment, and
sometimes the reason for not getting
the promotion is a temporary reason,
but still, that's a pretty major life situ
istrative level. After negotiations
between the family and either
then-Provo- st and current Acting
President Ron Sharp or former
President Rob Oden, a compro-
mise was reached and the student's
grade was increased one letter
grade. While this was not offered
as a formal basis for the denial of
Watson's reappointment, sources
close to Watson indicated the pres-
ence of the Provost on the TPC
may have influenced the focus of
the committee upon reviewing
Watson's dossier, or personal file
which includes letters of recom-
mendation from students and fac-
ulty.
Despite repeated attempts via
telephone and e-m- ail, Sharp was
unable to be reached in time for
publication.
College policy sets forth strict
criteria for second reappointment,
according to Faculty Affairs Com-
mittee Chair and Professor of
Women's and Gender Studies
Laurie Finke. "There are three cat-
egories: scholarship, teaching and
community service," she said.
"Teaching is really the number one
criteria. If someone is not an ex-
cellent teacher, they're not going
to get reappointed. It's very un-
likely that someone would not be
reappointed because of the service
category. But scholarship has be-
come increasingly important in the
review process in the last five
years or so, and so it is possible
that someone might be denied re-
appointment because of inad-
equate progress in their scholar-
ship."
According to his Internet site,
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ation. It's hard to know how to handle
that, so I don't know if there is an ap-
propriate way to react to not getting a
second reappointment."
"The decision not to reappoint-
ment Professor Watson has been very
disruptive to our family as a whole,"
noted Assistant Director of Chemical
Laboratories Kate Doan, who is also
Watson's wife. "However, this would
be true if Tony was let go from a job
in the chemical industry as well."
"As far as my concerns about the
negative review of my second reap-
pointment last year," concluded
Watson, "I have no comment, other
than I'm clearly disappointed, as any-
one else would be if he or she was in
my shoes."
Watson's most recent publication
was an article with which he as-
sisted, titled "Application of the
Nickel-Mediate- d Neopentyl Cou-
pling in the Total Synthesis of the
Marine Natural Product Arenarol,"
which appeared in the Journal of
Organic Chemistry in 1995. He
lists one pending work, on which
he is the primary author and which
is also scheduled to appear in the
Journal of Organic Chemistry.
Student and faculty letters of
recommendation also figure
heavily in the TPC review, said
Finke, who added that the identi-
ties of these reviewers are not re-
leased to the faculty member un-
der review. "Letters that students
write become part of the official
dossier," she said, "and that goes
right to the TPC and to the
vost. The only parts of those let-
ters that might find their way back
to the professor would be if the
TPC writes a letter. Names would
not be listed, and it might not even
specify that the comment was writ-
ten by a student."
The reviewers of the dossier
are different each time a faculty
member comes up for review, Finke
said. In a first reappointment, the
department chair is allowed to view
the report, whereas only the TPC
and the provost are allowed such
access for a second reappointment
review such as the one for Watson.
However, if a professor files a griev-
ance with the decision of the TPC,
essentially an appeal of the original
decision, he is given access to the
dossier after all names and other
personally identifiable information
has been deleted from the records.
Cover Gambier news.
It's safer than the Baghdad beat.
ketchamrkenyon. edu
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John Crowe Ransom, poet, founding editor of the Kenyon Review
and former Kenyon professor, came back to the Hill to give a
reading of new poetry in November of I960.
20 years ago, November 11, 1982: After a poorly attended con-
cert of Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes, Social Board an-
nounced deep cuts in its programming. The group was plagued
by budget deficits and student disinterest in sponsored activities.
Social Board assumed it would have $24k to spend for the year,
but after the concert, Student Council informed them that they
would only be given $18k. "We lost $10,000 on Southside Johnny,"
said Social Board Chair Tom Hedge.
31 years ago, November 2, 1971:
Affairs Conference Center announced that it would sponsor a con-
ference titled, "The United States in World Affairs: Partnership,
Leadership or Disengagement" in
was scheduled to discuss the debate over U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. Those scheduled early on to participate included
Lucius Battle, U.S. Ambassador to Egypt; Dr. Dearaujo Castro,
Brazilian ambassador to the U.S. and Earl Revenal, a member
of the Washington Institute for Policy Research.
42 years ago, November 11, 1960: John Crowe Ransom, Profes-
sor Emeritus of Poetry, gave a reading of some new work on
Founders' Day. "My poetry," Ransom said, "has been called 'unre
solved suspension.' It doesn't make much noise." Ransom described
the group of poems presented at the reading as "poems about love"
and "poems about death." His reading, which focused largely on
acute awareness of death and the ephemeral nature of love, was
not without a sense of humor. Ransom read some of his nonsense
poetry, including "Survey of Literature," which he described as
the "dietetic determination of history."
Kenyon reviews lighting
BY BRYAN STOKES II
News Editor '
On Thursday, Nov. 7, the
Security and Safety Committee
held its annual.lighting walk. In
attendance were Assistant Direc-
tor of Security and Safety
Melanie Remillard, Special As-
sistant to the President for Student
Facilities Development Douglas
Zipp, Assistant Superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds Ed Neal
and the student committee mem-
bers.
Various concerns and solu-
tions were addressed during the
walk, which covered both North
and South campus. Dark areas
such as the alley near the secu-
rity office and the area between
the CDC and the new Eaton Cen
The Kenyon College Public
May of 1972. The conference
ter were suggested for new light-
ing. Some areas, such as the CDC
to Eaton section, cannot be lit due
to Village regulations.
"While there were several
new lights suggested, it was also
found that a solution to several of
the dark areas was to either in-
crease the wattage in an existing
light or to repair a light so im-
provement for many of the dark
areas may be quick in coming as
the solution is relatively easy,"
said Remillard.
One major problem is Middle
Path, which due to a lack of a power
source, cannot be lit adaequately.
Another suggestion was the
repaving of the broken rock path
leading to the Health and Counsel-
ing Center, which is considered
dangerous to navigate in the dark.
Fraternities - Sororities - Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,00- 0 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-323- 8,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
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Oh deer! Village seeks answer
BY MEGAN RAFFERTY
Staff Reporter
An increase in the number of
deer in the Gambier area has
prompted Village Council to look
into various solutions to the over-
population.
Mike Miller, an officer of the
Ohio State Division of Wildlife, was
on hand at Tuesday's Village Coun-
cil meeting to discuss some of the
options for the deer problem in Gam-
bier.
Miller receives between 10-1- 5
calls a year from residents in Gambier
complaining about deer, usually be-
cause they are eating the shrubs in the
resident's yard. He normally sends
them a list of the shrubs the deer have a
high preference for and suggests they
plant other kinds. But if a deer is hun-
gry, according to Miller, it will eat just
about anything. There are also chemi-
cals and sprays that deal with this prob-
lem.
Gambier, like most villages, has a
law against the discharge of firearms
within the village limits. One option
would be to allow bow hunting of the
deer. One resident last year got a deer
damage permit'and had archers come
to her property and kill about 30 deer.
Blendon Woods Metro Park in
Columbus had a problem with deer to
the extent that there was a decline in
bird species and vegetation in the park,
so they have sharpshooters come in
with bows and arrows and thin some
of the herd every year.
Council member Tom Stamp
brought up the option of birth con-
trol, which he had seen in a New York
Tunes article that day, but Miller said
it didn't work, because each doe had
to be shot three times, and deer are
always moving around. The only
Yearbook will come, promises Meadow
BY AMY BERGEN
Staff Reporter
As much a rite of passage as
class rings and senior dinners,
Kenyon 's yearbook, Reveille, is in
its final stages of preparation for
2002 and its first stages for 2003.
Last year's seniors still await their
yearbook, which editor Sarah
Meadow '04 hopes to have from the
printers by the end of this month.
"Senior week is spent finish-
ing the yearbook," said former editor
Rose Talbert '03, who oversaw pro-
duction of the 2002 book. "The
most difficult part is that we're sup-
posed to get graduation in the
yearbook, yet we get kicked off of
campus the day of graduation, so
there's usually some haste and trips
to one-hour-ph- oto places. Any cor-
rections are made overthe summer."
This year, "We had some is-
sues with what would go on the first
page," said Meadow, who helped
arrange printing with Jostens, the
yearbook's printing company.
The process traditionally takes
over a year. "We're getting pictures
from events all year long," Meadow
said. "It's a continual process." At
the beginning of the year, the editor
assembles a staff and weekly meet
Deer population
Pedestrian law
place it has had some success are
on islands.
"What usually happens is one
neighbor likes deer, one doesn't,
and it causes friction," Miller said.
Archery had the benefit of being
quiet, without gunshots alerting the
surrounding area that hunting is
going on, and it has a smaller risk
of harming passers by. Archers
usually hunt from a tree, and their
range is about 20-2- 5 yards.
If Gambier really wanted to get
rid of deer, Miller suggested that they
apply for a deer damage permit and
allow people to hunt with guns at
night. Council member Audra
Ransberg said this would not work
because Gambier had a "strange
population," with college students
who became active at night.
An increase in the population
of deer has become a problem all
over the Eastern United States, due
to the lack of predators and the rise
of suburbs which provide the perfect
habitat for deer. According to
Tuesday's New York Times article,
over 100 people are killed in vehicle
collisions with dear every year, mak-
ing deer deadlier than sharks, alliga-
tors, bears and rattlesnakes com-
bined. In Ohio, there were over
31,000 vehicle collisions with deer
last year.
"If you like to see deer, people
are going to hit them," Miller said.
"It depends on the tolerance level
people have." Knox County is
about 20 over their target level,
ings begin. "We start as soon as
possible," says Talbert, "though
there is not much information at the
beginning of the year. It takes a very
long time, because there's so much
to fit in, and last minute submis-
sions, and trying to make seniors
happy with who they share a page
with, and gathering professor pic-
tures and sports statistics." She
confesses frequent allstu and allemp
solicitations for written material,
saying, "We have our own photog-
raphers and staff writers ... but
many pictures, writings and quotes
are solicited via e-mail.- 'The senior
pages, perhaps the most original
aspect of the yearbook, can often
delay production.
"We try to get as many senior
pictures as possible," Meadow said,
but acknowledges that this is diffi-
cult. "We've tried so many methods.
We've set up photo booths and tables
at Summer Send Off. We've tabled
in dining halls ... It's really the
senior's responsibility to get the
picture in. Wejust make the pages."
Finding up-to-d- ate pictures of
the faculty is another editorial cont
cern. In previous yearbooks, editors
have scrounged for five or ten-year-o- ld
faculty snapshots. Meadowsays
that "we try to contact department
so they have increased the number
of deer an individual hunter can bag
to three, up from two last year and
one the year before. There are about
18-2- 4 deer per square mile in the
county.
In other business, Councilman
Lee Cubie questioned the Village's
regulations for "pedestrian rules for
travel," which sets a punishment of up
to a $250 fine or not more than 30 days
in prison for jaywalking, skateboard-
ing or skating. Earlier in the year, the
law became a matter of discussion
when some Kenyon students were is-
sued warnings or citations for infrac-
tions.
Cubie said the fine and imprison-
ment schedule was too excessive, and
suggested to change it to a token fine
of $5-1- 0 and to drop the imprisonment
portion. "It's ludicrous to think of some-
one going to jail for walking," he said.
Ransberg asked if there was a
good reason to have this law at all. The
solicitor Kenneth Lane said that it
wasn't necessary to have a jaywalking
law to establish fault in a car accident.
Cars must stop for someone who's in
the crosswalk or is about to enter the
crosswalk, but pedestrians can't jump
out at the cars. Driver tolerance might
be higher to stop where crosswalks are
painted, rather then wait for 200 stu-
dents to walk all over the road.
Cubie suggested they put up signs
in Gambier saying this is a pedestrian
friendly village, and Read Baldwin said
they should still encourage good hab-
its and paint the crosswalks every year,
even if they decide to revise the law.
Council member Carl Brehm
moved to strike the jaywalking portion
from the law, but there was no second.
Cubie said he would draft a new
amendment, and they would put it on
the agenda to discuss next time.
heads and get to faculty meetings.
Unfortunately, it's pretty hard to get
people to coordinate that." She men-
tions that they may try this method
again this year. "The professors are
very important, and to not have them
in the yearbook isn't fair. Students
want to see them when they look
back."
The editors this year have al-
ready identified otherareasforchange
and improvement. "A couple of years
ago, the picture captions were very
cynical," Meadow said. "We're try-
ing to get away from that." She hopes
to add more diverse contributions
and include snippets of "Kenyon
cheese, things like 'getting off the
Hill means going to Wal-Ma- rt' ... the
silly things that are quintessential,
that make Kenyon what it is." She is
also putting together a KCDC sec-
tion with photographs from various
productions. The editors have also
begun production as early as pos-
sible and enforced weekly deadlines
for writers and photographers.
Talbert said that, "The ladder
a concrete mapping of how the
book will be has been started.
We're also starting to collect pic-
tures and training staff and
collecting freelance workers for our
times of need."
4 The Kenyon Collegian
Senate unofficially
Straw poll vote indicates large support
BY BOBBY ARKELL
Staff Reporter
The question of how to
change Kenyon's allstu system
dominated the Senate's discussion
last week, drawing a heated debate
between members who wish to
completely alter the system and
those who are not so sure. Student
co-cha- ir Leslie CarroH'03 began
the discussion by proposing that
"a committee of students working
with LBIS and with other colleges
would be the best alternative to
improve the allstu system." This
committee would be responsible
for reviewing and monitoring the
content of every allstu sent to the
student body and would also have
the power to censor allstus that
they see as "offensive." Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Tom Susman'04 agreed with
Carroll's proposal, but insisted
that the first changes should be
"technological," such as the con-
struction of message boards and
altering the image of the log-i- n
screen. Susman then said,"the ul-
timate objective would be to
eliminate the allstu system as it is
now," revealing that he wants
more than technical changes to be
made.
Faculty co-cha- ir and Assis-
tant Professor of Drama John
Tazewell expressed his concern
that the decision for censoring or
monitoring allstus is not in the ju-
risdiction of the Senate. However,
he believed that Senate did have
the right to express its opinion on
the matter. "LBIS may have a
greater grasp on how to change the
system, but. ..we can vote on
ADA: Compliance
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all of this information home, and
did all of the drawings that appear
in the book. We had to meet with
Erin Salva and discuss possible
solutions. Each one of them is a
problem, so you've got 13 prob-
lems."
The committee selected
Peirce and Dempsey Halls, Gund
Commons, OlinChalmers Li-
brary, Kenyon Bookstore, Ransom
Hall and Higley Auditorium as
representatives for the public use
aspect of the study. The study of-
fers a variety of ways in which to
remedy these areas. For Peirce,
Gund and Ransom, elevators are
suggested. According to Samstag,
however, the elevators mandated
by the ADA are commercial sized
8' by 8' elevators capable of hold-
ing a medical gurney. This large
space would require the loss of
office and conference room space
in Peirce and external additions to
Ransom and Gund.
Samstag noted that an eleva-
tor in Peirce is one of the most
unlikely of the suggestions, say-
ing, "The way the building was
whether we want this system
changed," Tazewell said. He also
agreed that the allstu system is
"damaging to student activities
and to student behavior ... There
must be a better way to protect stu-
dents from dealing with offen-
sive e-ma- ils."
While a majority of the Sen-
ate agreed that something needed
to be done about allstus, they did
not decide upon the specific ac-
tions that needed to be taken to
change the system. Tazewell's in-
tentions seemed unclear when he
said to the Senate, "I'm not sure
if we're asking for someone to po-
lice or monitor every e-m- ail, but
maybe that's what we're doing."
None of the members knew where
to draw the line as to how far they
should go in regulating allstus.
Susman and Carroll brought
up the idea of creating message
boards. Instead of having e-m- ails
sent to every student's account,
message boards would provide
groups of students with a more
contained forum to express their
views. This would give Kenyon
students more of a choice in which
allstus they would like to read.
Susman said he understood that
"the idea of Big Brother will come
in changing the allstu," but the
message'boards would allow stu-
dents to still have free speech on
expressing their opinions.
Senior class representative
Shaun Berry disagreed with
Susman and said that the message
boards would not stop people from
being vulgar in writing e-ma- ils.
Berry also thought that the use of
"free discussion" is essential for





The architect's rendering of proposed additions to Gund Commons,
providing for an elevator and accessible bathrooms.
designed originally does not lend
itself to an elevator. Peirce is prob-
ably the least feasible thing. How-
ever, the idea of toilet rooms is
feasible and should be done.
Peirce is one of the most heavily
used buildings on campus and to
not have toilet facilities on the first
floor is really unusual."
For library accessibility,
Gaede Seme recommends that
Kenyon "construct a new acces
NEWS
supports allstu policy change
for a new policy, but no formal replacement plan on the table
events going on around campus.
But Tazewell argued that Kenyon
students don't have the freedom
to avoid reading e-m- ails that could
be offensive to them.
"There are certain discussions
where you have no option of get-
ting away from" said Tazewell. "If
you read allstus, it is possible that
you will get involved in a conver-
sation that is offensive to you."
Berry pointed out that "It takes
two minutes to delete allstus, at
most."
Another problem with creating
message boards is that they would
divide the student body between
people who want to write allstus and
people who do not want to read
them. This could motivate people to
become even more radical and ob-
scene in their writing. Every Senate
member agreed that message boards
would become what they defined as
"pigpens" but they still wouldn't
solve the problem of making stu-
dents more tolerant or responsible
in their discussions.
Carroll responded that students
would feel more comfortable with
using the message boards to voice
their opinions. She claimed that the
current allstu discussions "are clut-
tered, not well done, and usually
degenerate into name calling ...
There are a lot of people who want
to be involved in these discussions
that don't want to send an allstu."
According to Carroll, a major-
ity of Kenyon students feel too in-
timidated to use this system to ex-
press their ideas to the rest of the
student body for fear of being ha-
rassed. Independent Student Repre-
sentative Kirsten Bierlein '04 and
Associate Dean of Students Cheryl




sible ramp at the south 'slot' be-
tween Olin and Chalmers-there- by
creating an accessible
route from the parking lot directly
to the second floor check-ino- ut
counter."
The next portion of the study
focus'ed on "Cottages andor
houses," for which Acland and
Bailey house, the Student Affairs
Center and the Health and Coun-
seling Center were used as
Steele also agreed that allstus are
abused by a minority of students.
Bierlein claimed that these student
send allstus as "a guerilla tactic of
getting peoples' attention," while
Steele said, "The reason why they
are sending allstus is because they
want to show that they have the
power to do that."
The only other Senate mem-
bers who were opposed to radically
changing the allstu system were
Greek Council President Gordon
Pennoyer '03 and Assistant Profes-
sor of Political Science Devin
Stauffer. Pennoyer insisted that the
student body should be polled be-
fore the Senate takes any action.
Pennoyer stated that if a majority of
students believed that the allstu sys-
tem needed to be changed, then the
actions of the Senate would be jus-
tified. If not, then the Senate would
have to consider other options. "I
want to know how bad people think
these allstus are" Pennoyer said. In
Pennoyer's case, he said, "I find
more offensive things in the New
YorkTimes than I do when reading
allstus ... We have to be careful
about where we draw the line."
Tazewell thought that even if a
majority of students were in favor
of the allstu system, it would still
be unfair for the minority who felt
offended by it "Let's say you do the
poll, and there are five students who
want the allstus to be changed,"
Tazewell said. "I'm worried about
those five students . . . because they
don't have any choice." A majority
of the Senate agreed with Tazewell,
and declared that the majority of the
student body should not play a con-
siderable role in deciding whether
allstus should be changed or not.
samples. Accessible ramps were
recommended for the SAC and
Acland, while accessible unisex
bathrooms are mandated for all
four. .
Lindsy Rosario '03, who in
2001-0- 2 injured her collarbone
and hip and was confined to a
wheelchair for the second semes-
ter, notes that the cramped nature
of the cottages hampers accessi-
bility. "I think the biggest prob-
lem with these little houses is
they're really small. Narrow door-
ways and narrow halls, so I don't
know how effective this would
be."
The final section of the sur-
vey studied Caples, Hanna and
McBride residences as represen-
tatives of Residential buildings.
Here the study recommends in-
creased bathroom accessibility for
all three, citing such problems as
the curbs in Hanna shower stalls
and inaccessible showers and
sinks in Caples.
"You really do need bigger
bathrooms, because the bathroom
I had to use in McBride, you ac-
tually couldn't close the door,
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Devin Stauffer passionately ar-
gued that the elimination of the
allstu system would not only be an
infringement upon free speech but
on the spirit of the campus as well.
He made this point clear to the Sen-
ate by saying, "I think its good that
we don't have a choice of not be-
ing able to avoid allstus, because it
makes it more of a communal thing
and there's communal pressure that
at least in some way governs. When
students come to Kenyon, they
make a choice of being part of a
community ... and that means that
you're not an individual in a cell that
has a right never to be bothered."
Stauffer who is also a Kenyon alum-
nus, concluded by saying, "I think
its good that there's a forum where
everybody hears it. When you're a
student here, it means you're some-
thing more than an individual."
The Senate decided to vote on
the issue at the end of the meeting.
Every member voted in favor ex-
cept for Stauffer and Pennoyer, who
voted undecided. While the Senate
agreed to move towards changing
the allstu system, they still have not
yet to come up with any distinct plan
of action. The members agreed that
they had until Thanksgiving break
to decide where to draw the line on
regulating allstus, but they have yet
to prove whether their resolution
will be seen as a direct violation of
free speech on the Kenyon campus.
Other minor topics discussed dur--
ing the meeting included the alco-
hol policy, which has been tabled
until next semester. Tazewell admit-
ted that there were too many com-
plications with creating a new
policy, and that a subcommittee was
needed to discuss the matter.
buildings
which presents a problem," said
Rosario.
Transport issues were also dis-
cussed in this survey, with the most
major being Middle Path and park-
ing. "It's a pedestrian campus, so
we want to make pedestrian walk-
ways as accessible as possible."
said Salva.
Gaede Seme recommended that
the 14' pea gravel Middle Path be
contained and made accessible with
the addition of a 3'6" exposed ag-
gregate sidewalk on both sides of the
path.
With the completion of this
phase of the project, the project
now continues into the cost-analys- is
phase, which according to Salva
will be completed with the assistance
of the A.M. Higley Construction Com-
pany. "We've defined the issues,
which related to those three broad
categories," said Salva, "Now we
need to prioritize those issues, do
a cost-analysi- s. Fortunately, devel-
opment and the trustees through
development have put us on their
top ten list, and there's a pledge of
a half million dollars for some of
these renovations to be made."









Sude Lecture: Visiting Assistant
Professor of Art Marceua Hackbardt
OHn Gallery
7:30 p.m.
Fall Dance Concert '
Hill Theater
8 p.m.
Drama: Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers
dMount Vernon High School
8 p.m.











Drama: Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers
Mount Vernon High School
8 p.m.










Concert: Thomas Mapfumo and
the Bucks Unlimited
Rosse Hall
9:45 p.m.-- 2 a.m.
After Dark: Bowling
Deerfield Lanes, Mount Vernon
1 1 p.m.-- 2 a.m.
Saturday 16th





































































Harry Potter & the
Chamber of secrets
Harry Potter heads off for a
second tear at hoghart ' s
School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry despite warnings from
a helpful elf. when strange
things start happening, it is
'harry s job to' figure out who
IS CAUSING THEM
Ararat
a film within a film, this is
a story of the making of a
historical epic about the
Armenian holocaust. The
storyline follows how making
the film transforms the life of
an 18 year old man hired as a
driver on the production.
Director Chris Columbus
Starring Daniel Radcliffe,
Emma Watson and Rupert
Grant
Half Past Dead
A CRIMINAL MASTERMIND HAS
SET... IN MOTION A PLAN TO
INFILTRATE A HIGH TECH










A DEATH ROW INMATE TO REVEAL SEAGAL , MORRIS CHESTNUT
THE WHEREABOUTS OF $200 AND Ja RULE
MILLION WORTH OF GOLD. It's
UP TO AN UNDERCOVER FBI
AGENT TO STOP HIM.
ARARAT
AURAL Fixnnons reui releases roR Tuesday
Torn Braxton More thana Woman
audioslave audioslave




Craig David Sucker thanAverage
OHIO BANDS WANTED!
SRO Productions, Inc. is looking for local unsigned music talent to be part of a compilation
CD to be distributed by the Ohio Department of Health as part of their anti-tobac- co "Stand"
campaign. Selected artists will receive nominal compensation and enormous exposure.
Ifyou are interested, please mail your music in CD form with 1- -3 track suggestions, lyric
sheets, artist photo and bio by November 20 to:
SRO Productions
Attn: Karrie Vrabel
901 North Third Street
Suite 135
Minneapolis, MN 55401
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Accessibility should not negate tradition
"With proper guidance and perseverance, accessibility at Kenyon
College can, and most definitely should be, improved."
This conclusion was drawn by Gaede Seme Architects in their ADA
study of 13 buildings on Kenyon's campus, which was published in Octo-
ber and performed over the preceding year. The study, which was funded
by a $28,000 grant for the Cummings Foundation, outlines numerous ways
that Kenyon can work toward increased accessibility.
Kenyon is a place ripe with traditions. These are embodied by the
College's commitment to academic excellence and its formal ceremonies.
These traditions are perhaps more formally embodied by the physical build-
ings the historic masterpieces of collegiate gothic architecture, such as
Peirce and especially Old Kenyon. By their very presence, these buildings
seem to proclaim the College's proud past and all Ken)(pn stands for.
Indeed, Kenyon is a place that should and does celebrate its past through
these rich traditions. However, it is also a place that emphasizes tolerance
and acceptance of all who wish to come here, no matter their race, gen-
der or their physical condition. Members of the Kenyon community, like
people in many other places these days, often speak of a desire for greater
diversity. The College strives to make everyone feel welcome here. There
is one area, however, where the tolerance everyone claims to uphold seems
to fall short.
A person in a wheelchair could not function here in many ways. As
the study shows, and as any member of the community could readily af-
firm, Gambier is a place that is not at all conducive to those who are in need
of this physical assistance. Ask any athlete who has sprained her or his
ankle and had to navigate the stairs of Ascension on crutches. Or ask any
person who has tried to ride a bike on Middle Path in the middle of winter.
Many of the buildings on this campus are inaccessible to one degree or
another, and Middle Path itself would be nonnegotiable to anyone whose
physical condition confined them to a wheelchair.
To its credit, Kenyon is taking steps to remedy this situation. The
study itself points the College in the right direction to open the campus to
all. Another good step was moving Coordinator of Disability Services Erin
Salva's office out of the second floor of the SAC a building without an
elevator and into the more accessible Old Bank Building. These are com-
mendable actions on the part of the College.
The study, however, calls for major changes in all of the buildings it
surveyed adding elevators, unisex accessible bathrooms and often physical
additions to house these new attributes. This, in and of itself, seems like a
good idea. However, many people have voiced concerns about changing
the layout of historic buildings. What would an elevator in Peirce really
look like? How would an addition to the back of Ransom affect its aesthet-
ics? These are valid questions that need to be kept in consideration as the
College goes forward with its accessibility plans.
Kenyon is a place that is proud of both its traditions and its commit-
ment to adapting to an ever-changi-ng world through acceptance and toler-
ance of all who wish to come to Gambier Hill. It must now strive to find a
way to marry these two ideas to move forward into a more politically
correct and open future without compromising the traditions of the past.
m "
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH
4302Z




Phone numbers: (740) 427-533- 8, 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinionsexpressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the
Kenyon Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the




Let us imagine a student. She,
like many 20-somethi- ngs with
seven-eight- hs of a college educa-
tion, has the ability to form com-
plete sentences both orally and on
paper. She knows how to conju-
gate verbs in Spanish and how to
underline significant passages in
volumes of canonized literature
that she has borrowed from the li-
brary.
Let us also imagine a student
who drinks peppermint schnapps
straight from the bottle if there are
no styrofoam cups available. She
enjoys pop music without the
irony and plays outdated video
games. She wears flip-flo- ps in the
shower and pajama pants to class.
She is the same student who
spends her free time underlining
significant passages in her library
books.
She realizes with horror that
she is not a lady, a sophisticated
woman with a cool voice. She is,
at her worst, a bumpkin. Still, her
peers undoubtedly have been ex-
posed to the finer things in life,
like operas and ski trips, she sus-
pects she is not the only base stu-
dent on campus.
So she embarks on a quest for
sophistication. A woman on her
way to graduate school or a job
with a salary should have an ap-
preciation for the fine arts. Yes,
she can read about jazz or the bal-
let in the reference section of the
library, but that experience does
not compare to sitting in a theater,
surrounded by Italian-speakin- g
matrons in furs.
Thus when this student hap-
pened upon a postcard ad for the
Dracula Ballet in a pile of some-
one else's mail, she was delighted.
"This," she thought as she swiped
the ad, "is an opportunity to be-
come sophisticated." She had only
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some class, gets off her--
ever encountered ballet on televi-
sion and during the Danswers Co-
op performances under dim, imper-
fect lighting in the dance studio.
The Riffe Center in Columbus
was no Schaffer Building. Red
lights and posters silently an-
nounced future performances to
indifferent passers by on their way
to the mall. The student and her
companion detected the smell of
urine in the air. They communi-
cated through grimaces, because
they could not hear each other
speak over the sound of construc-
tion and rumbling cars. A woman
with an accent shouted a request for
directions across the street to the
student, who could only shrug and
continue on her quest.
The woman at the box office
balanced the phone on her shoul-
der, while the student leaned to-
wards the glass pane between them
and requested the discounted tick-
ets. The less than enthusiastic sales-
woman continued her phone con-
versation while she took the money
and slid the tickets to her customer.
The theater, the place where
the student's transformation would
begin, was small and cozy. The
seats were the color of red wine,
but they squeaked when she leaned
back in them. There were numbers
on the arms. The ushers laughed
loudly and made mistakes when
they guided the patrons to their
seats.
The people filling the space of
the theater were not all matrons
with furs draped over their shoul-
ders. In fact, there was only one of
that kind. There were children in
clothes that looked itchy. There was
a man wearing a pair of jeans and
a leather jacket. The student flipped
' through the pages of her program
and caught bits of conversation
about paper assignments and din-
ner. The lot of those in the audi-.enc- e
could have been anticipating
the beginning of a matinee starring
7)o tid snake as 6eg.




Rob Schneider. The student felt
cheated.
When the lights began to dim,
an usher guided a woman and a
man in a wheelchair to the space
behind the student and her com-
panion. The man in the wheelchair
had tubes snaking out of his nose
and his mouth, and every breath
he took sounded like a soft growl.
The student could still hear him
over the recorded music and the
dull, thudding sound the dancers'
feet made against the wooden floor
of the stage.
The performance began. The
stage was covered with smoke as
a coffin rose from beneath the sur-
face and a nearly naked Dracula
emerged and slowly made his way
backstage with his taut rear end to
the audience. The student had to
stifle an immature impulse to laugh
out loud. The costumes in the rest
of the show were more slightly
substantial. The female dancers'
leg muscles trembled beneath
skirts that looked like tissue paper.
The men leapt lightly across the
stage. Here the student witnessed
delicacy and strength all brought
together in a dramatic perfor-
mance.
During the intermission, the
woman behind her took a paper towel
from her purse and wiped the beads
of perspiration and spit from around
the man's nose and the tubes. It was
an act of tenderness that repulsed the
student, but remained in her memory
longer than the arabesques on stage.
The man in the wheelchair grunted his
appreciation in a raspy voice, and the
lights dimmed again for the second
half of the performance.
After her first ballet, the student
still vandalizes library books and buys
mainstream CDs. Sophistication does
not come easy. However, the student
has begun her journey into the world
at large where the smell of urine, acts
of tenderness and fine art all have free
reign.
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Birthday celebration takes aggressive turn
BY MIKE LUDDERS
Guest Columnist
I have been to some terrific
birthday parties in my life, but ear-
lier this semester I celebrated
someone's birthday in a fashion that
defined my take on the holiday and
which ultimately condemned it.
The person whose birthday it
was that day is excellent. He is kind,
intelligent and generous. Problem
was, he did not want a birthday
party. He did not want to be sur-
prised, showered with gifts, sung to
or surrounded by people all night.
However, the way we are all
wired to think about birthdays, ev-
eryone who knew this person had
to throw a party, had to give him
stuff, had to try to surprise him. It
turned into a manhunt. Food and
presents he did not want got left in
a dorm room while people went out
to try and force our celebration
down his throat. It was humiliating
all around.
What happened at some point
in our tradition is that a person's
birthday got taken away from him.
Instead, we play a weird competi-
tive ambush game wherein the cel-
ebrant pretends like he expects
nothing special, and the burden is
on his friends to do his life justice.
We used to spend good days with
choice companions. Now we are
forced to be happy on the time table
of whatever friend of a friend jumps




Away from our parents, old
friends, synagogues and churches,
at least we have The Simpsons. TV
is a constant in our lives, much like
Kmart and McDonald's. I can walk
into a fast food restaurant between
here to California, say the magic
number two and have two cheese-
burgers, a large soda and some fries
to go. There is no need to watch the
person in front of me for the proper
ordering technique, no need to
wonder if the cheeseburger will
taste good. It is the same burger I
got three months ago in Denver. I
will have it two weeks from now
in Boston. I am always home.
This Must-See-TVin- g, KFC-eatin- g
lifestyle affords more than a
sense of familiarity in new places.
It offers a universal bond between
those who live it. It is like congregants
joining in a familiar prayer, groups
of girls nationwide joining in the
lyrics df Disney's Little Mermaid
or a first year from New York and
a senior from Kentucky recalling
the "Frogger" episode of Seinfield.
Even in communities as homoge-
neous as local high schools,
tonight's episode of Dawson's
Creek serves as the conversation
starter for a young man on a quest
for an evening with a certain lass.
.
Not interested in meeting new
friends? How about keeping your
home.
What's even worse about
our birthday culture is the pres-
sures it puts on the friends of the
celebrant. In a small space like
Kenyon, where everyone inter-
mingles and cross-celebrate- s,
parties are status symbols. Basi-
cally, if we throw a party for one
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The person whose birthday it was that day is
excellent. He is kind, intelligent and gener-
ous. Problem was, he did not want a birthday
party. He did not want to be surprised, show-
ered with gifts, sung to or surrounded by
people all night.
person in the group, then each
subsequent birthday has to mea-
sure up. The more people you
know, the heavier the burden it
is to get them all adequate gifts,
show them adequate appreciation
and measure up in all these things
to all of them. It is no longer
about generosity but the fear of
not being generous enough. It's
the guilt race. It's like the arms
race, except you don't get to keep
the stuff you feel obligated to
produce.
Wouldn't we all benefit a
great deal by letting the expecta-
tions go and giving people back
control of their lives that day? It
obviously takes a while to change
a custom or a culture, but start
thinking.
primetime TV
old ones? First-ye- ar Sarah Benko
says watching ER every Thurs-
day keeps her connected with her
friends from home because
"they are seeing the same thing,
even thoughfthey are having
new, different experiences that
aren't necessarily conducive to
bonding." Another first year,
Kate Brooks, commented that
people used to look at the same
stars and think about one another.
Now, they watch the same tele-
vision shows.
Disregarding what pop cul-
ture does for interpersonal rela-
tionships, let's talk about what it
does for the self. As ritual's inte-
gral part in religion suggests,
people find ritual soothing. My
rabbi once told me that each Sat-
urday in college, as she lit the
customary Havdalah candles, she
told herself, "I lit these candles
last week. I am lighting them this
week, and I will light them again
next week." Try, "I watched Will
& Grace last week, I am watch-
ing it this week, and I will watch
it again next week." Similar,
don't you think?
They say TV turns your
brain to mush, but forget all that.
If there is one thing I have
learned in college, it is the im-
portance of letting those pan-
icked thinking muscles relax and
doing nothing. So maybe it
would be better to do this with
Think of how it would feel if
each person's birthday were a
small burst of giving from them
to others, how quickly that would
diffuse across campus into a happy
string of little appreciations, how
the only possibilities would be
some or none and never not
enough.
Think of the good will that is al-
ready spread on a person's birthday
without one ounce of present or one
minute of planning. In any close com-
munity and among all friends, a birth-
day is an excuse for lots of hugging,
cheering, teasing, smiling, impromptu
beverage consuming and all the things
that make up a good day in this world.
Thi nk of the public emails we see
every day in this place, composed in
flocks and full of cheer and wit and
solicitations for surprise butt-slappin- g.
These remind us constantly that we
are part of a gang so close that each
birthday gets genuine, personal atten-
tion. Even in a community this large,
each day is a celebration for someone.
This is really good stuff, and it exists
totally out of the realm of ambush cel-
ebration.
and fast food
out the use of the tube. Maybe
we should command yogi-lik- e
control of our brains and throw
away all worldly concerns for
hours at a time. How many col-
lege students have time to stop
and meditate between scurrying
from this end of the campus to
the other? It is much more likely
they will settle their bones into
a nasty dorm lounge couch to
catch an episode of Bufjy. I say,
"Good enough."
I am not saying that com-
mercialism is a healthy religion.
I am not saying that TV is a form
of meditation or that globaliza-
tion isn't sick. The uniformity of
the country, however familiar, is
also disturbing. The ability to
adapt to different environments
is waning because more and
more there are no different en-
vironments to adapt to. I am
merely recognizing that stores
like Kroger, where discount
cards from Kroger-owne- d gro-
cery stores in Denver will get
you pennies off in Ohio, present
us with something that brings
people together.
Maybe this is not the kind
of unity we should be looking
for. We should probably find
unifying characteristics in our-
selves not in the environments
we live in. However, this type of
unity is a start, and for now I say




Sometimes we argue about the
most trivial things. It's not selfishness
but rather a decline in appreciation for
what there is in the world. We hold
forums that only a handful of people
actually attend. The first time I encoun-
tered this was when I went to the Presi-
dential Search Committee 'sopen cam-
pus forum. I did not see 700 students
there. I saw a number that left me con-
fused about why no one else seemed
to be wondering about what kind of a
leader we are looking for.
Generally, the leaders on this
campus have amazing ideas, but what
happens when no one is there to sup-
port them? The ideas fall short of
completion. The apathy is growing. I
stood outside the Red Door and
watched as students actually retraced
their steps to avoid the Middle Path
evangelists. A couple of students
passed, and one of the little children
tried to hand them a brochure. The stu-
dents stepped around the boy and
frowned at him. I was appalled. Last
year, I would see groups gathering to
debate the evangelists, but this year I
just see avoidance.
How many people have clubs on
this campus with dis-lis- ts a mile-lon- g
but only three people who show up
for the actual meeting? How many
wanderers do you get when your club
offers pizza? To verify one's existence
in a particular club, one may receive
e-m- ails but never once show his or her
face at a meeting.
Our society, Kenyon in particu-
lar, is based upon the technological
communication that occurs through e-m- ail.
Why else does it perturb so many
people that the current allstu structure
may be changed? People rely on tech-
nology, and it continually gets abused
by people who think that sitting in front
of a computer screen will suffice for
active support. There is an attitude of,
"What do I gain?" and if the answer is
little or nothing, some tend to cross
that out of their agenda as a time-waste- r.
We are indeed a little campus
bursting with friendliness, and that's
Are there alternatives to war?
This week the Kenyon com-
munity has been presented with a
claim that "peace people" fail to of-
fer alternatives to war on Iraq. This
kind of argument is often trotted out
to discredit the views of those who
advocate peace, and to whip up pa-
triotic sentiment in favor of war or,
as Nietzsche put it, "bad music and
bad reasons."
The current war-mongeri- ng
position of our government is
wrong. The reasonable alternative is
containment, the effective use of di-
plomacy and coordinated action
with other nations to contain a prob-
lem nation.Over the past decades,
containment has succeeded in avoid-
ing war with dozens of countries as
dangerous or more so than Iraq. It is
interesting that members of the re-
cent Common Hour faculty panel
.
all well and good, but the friendliness
has to become sincere. My brother Eric
took a visit day to campus this past
weekend, and he told me that despite
being stamped as a "prospie" by stu-
dents more often than being called
"Eric," he did feel as though one might
have to dig deeper than the outside to
get the real emotions of Kenyon
people. I say that it is due in part to
apathy.
In my sociology class we have
been discussing the role of the deli
worker to the buyer. The buyer asks
for a chicken sandwich. The worker
gives the person a chicken sandwich.
That is all. If someone asks how you
are, you say "good" even if you are
actually stressed out with a headache
and staring at a deadline. In contrast to
a New York City street, where many
people just blatantly display that they
are indifferent, a small town has the
tendency to cover its indifference with
a coat ofpadded statements and smiles.
People want what they want and de-
velop apathy from the fact that they
sometimes do not focus on what is
good for the whole.' When this hap-
pens, the situation of apathy becomes
a question of whether one is just indif-
ferent in general, or indifferent to the
idea of respect, which is just hypocriti-
cal.
To be truly aware and con-
cerned about something is tougher
than typing a "safe" e-m- ail. It is
funny that we always tell prospec-
tive students that we are a campus
with over 100 different organiza-
tions but never seem to take into
consideration that there is only a
handful of involved people who cre-
ate the backbone of an organization.
Kenyon pays people to work in the
Writing Lab helping others with pa-
pers. Kenyon pays people to call
alumni to ask for funds that will ul-
timately help them give out some
more scholarship money. Now
Kenyon will even pay a person to
help bring social events to campus.
Which is better needing
pizza and money to be inspired to
make a difference or needing to ar-
gue in order to claim that we al-
ready do make one?
on Iraq agreed that containment re-
mains a reasonable and honorable
strategy.
The demand for war on Iraq
actually distracts the public from the
war on terrorism. It will be far easier
to invade and occupy Iraq than to
prevent further acts of violence in
America. Look how hard it was to
catch the snipers in Washington. In-
vading Iraq won 't make us any safer.
In fact, the CIA says it will increase
the probability of terrorist attacks.
What Americans need for our
own security is less glamorous than
war. We need improved police ac-
tion, better coordination with demo-
cratic allies and foreign policies that
promote conditions for peace.
Joan Slonczewski
Professor of Biology
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Fun, athletics, deadly weapons: meet the Fencing dub
BY SARAH BURSON
StaffWriter
"Kenyon has a fencing club?"
This is one of the most common re-
actions that students have to the
Kenyon Fencing Club. Heather
Fuller '04, co-lead- er of the club,
commented on this reaction, "I'm
not sure why this is. "We were at
the activities fair, I've sent allstus, I
walk down middle path with a foil
in my hand four times a week ... but
still, no one seems to know we ex-
ist."
Three years ago, the Fencing
Club was started by Cate Whetzel
'03, who now helps run the club,
and one of her friends who has
since graduated. Since then, it has
served as an informal practice
session for any Kenyon students
who are interested. The Kenyon
Business and Finance Commit-
tee (BFC) funds the club for










Fencing Club members show off their skills.
Kevin Guckcs
equipment. "We provide equip-
ment for those who don't have it,"
Fuller said, "Including ... protec-
tive jackets, masks and weapons."
Regular members bring their own
gloves, and some own foils as
well, but these are not require-
ments.
Fencing focuses on three dif-
ferent weapons: foil, epee and sa-
bre. The Fencing Club works pri-
marily with foil and epee, as none
of the club members have experi-
ence in sabre training. Fuller com-
pared the different weapons, say-
ing, "Each weapon is constructed
a bit differently, and each has dif-
ferent rules to go with it." This in-
cludes scoring; the difference in
'target areas' on the opponent's
body (with foils, the target area is
limited to the torso, while with the
epee, the entire body is valid target
area), rules of 'right of way' and
attack technique (with sabre, a slic-
ing motion can be used to score
points, while with foil and epee,
only stabs with the tip of the
weapon will score).
"This leads to different strate-
gies and techniques for each differ-
ent weapon," continued Fuller.
"Professionals often specialize in
just one weapon and are said to
'fence foil' or 'fence sabre', as each
is its own game."
A heavily mental sport, Fenc-
ing is often referred to as 'physical
chess.' Fuller also emphasized this
mental aspect of the sport. "To re-
ally become a good fencer, you not
only need to practice the physical
movements, but learn to strategize,
which can incorporate psychologi-
cal factors, that is, trying to 'psych
out' your opponent. Because it re-
quires such mental abilities, profes- -
Jazz and mocktails from SMC
BY RACHEL KESSLER
StaffWriter
The Student Ministries Coun-
cil will be serving up an evening
of fine music and stylish company
this weekend at its "mocktail"
party. The semi-form- al party will
take place Friday from 8-- 10 p.m.
in Peirce Lounge and will feature
both live jazz performers, and non-
alcoholic versions of popular cock-
tail beverages.
SMC co-cha- ir and student
representative to the Board of
Campus Ministries Nathan Hara
'03 explained that, as its first
event of the year, the mocktail
party is in some respects a pub-
licity event for the SMC. "This
event is the first for this semes-
ter," said Hara. "It's to get our
name out there."
SMC got the idea of a
mocktail party from Kenyon
Hillel, which has hosted a similar
event for the past two years. Jun-
ior Sarah Meadow, a member of
the Hillel student board, discussed
the original intent behind HillePs
mocktail party. "It wasn't specifi-
cally a HillelJewish thing," said
Meadow. "It was just kinda like,
let's have fun. It was a place for
people to gather, that sort of
thing."
As Meadow implied, the
mocktail party is intended prima-
rily as a social event, not a religious
function. The party will include a
number of "mocktail" beverages, as
well as the performance of Kenyon
jazz musicians Justin Marsico '03
and Monica Gastelumendi '03.
Marsico and Gastelumendi both
performed at Hillel's mocktail party
last year as well.
In addition to providing an
evening of entertainment, the
mocktail party is also a fundraiser
for Food for the Hungry of Knox
County. Although there is no cost
for the event, SMC will be taking
donations at the door. Hara said,
"We're taking donations for Food
for the Hungry," said Hara. "It's
an organization that provides food
for local social service organiza-
tions, and they have a connection
with the mid-Ohi- o Food Bank."
Hara also explained that the
mocktail party is only the first
in a number of activities that the
SMC is planning for the remain-
der of the school year, such as
an interfaith bowling trip next
semester. "We're trying to have
a socialservice event each se- -
mester," added Hara. Other events
that SMC is hoping to sponsor in-
clude a talk by a Christian medical
ethicist and a talk by the Episcopal
Bishop of California or possibly
Hong Kong.
Hara and Rachel Gardner '05,
the other co-cha- ir of SMC, serve as
the student voice to the Board of
Campus ministries, taking student
concerns to the board members. The
SMC board meetings are open to
students of all faith backgrounds.
The council plays an important role
in campus life. As Hara said, "Our
role is double." He added, "We pro-
vide support and cooperation
among different faith groups and
show the college that there are re-
ligious students on campus."
Meadow shared Hara's empha-
sis on interaction between students
of various religious groups by dis-
cussing what she enjoyed most
about previous mocktail parties
sponsored by Hillel. As Meadow
explained, "Last year, our entire hall
Jews, Christians, a Jehovah's
Witness, whatever all got together
and went to the mocktail party. It
was really fun in that we could all
go together, our amalgamation of
religious backgrounds all going
sional fencers often reach the
height of their career years after
their athletic prime."
Despite the complicated
technicalities of the sport, the in-
formality of the club is stressed.
The groups range from 7 to 30
students, and there is no formal
coach. The meetings are led by
the more experienced students.
The practice sessions are usually
comprisd of stretching, footwork
exercises, target practice, and then
individual bouts. There are no of-
ficial tournaments, although
Fuller said there's a possibility for
such competitions in the future.
For now, though, it remains fo-
cused on a casual practice of the
sport.
"I like that I can just go and
have some fun," Fuller explained,
"without getting too stressed out
about how well I'm doing. Because
I'm a klutz. So while I always want
to work on my skills and improve,
it's nice not to feel too pressured
about the whole thing."
Member Kate Coens '06 also
prefers the informal format of the
meetings. She mentioned that her
favorite part of fencing is "the
--stress relief and exercise." This is
a common reason for joining. Fuller
agreed, saying, "Fencing is actually
a great way to relieve stress. Even
on days when I'm feeling tired or
otherwise opposed to fencing, I'm
always glad I decided to go."
The lack of such pressure on
performance also opens the club
up to students who are inexperi-
enced in fencing. No previous
knowledge of the sport is re-
quired to join.
"Many Kenyon fencers have
had no prior experience or formal
training," Whetzel said. Although
beginners are encouraged to join at
the beginning of the semester, the
club encourages anyone interested
to come, even those-wit- h only a brief
idea of what fencing actually entails.
When asked about her previous ex-
perience of fencing, Coens laughed,
saying, "Oh, no. Unless you count
Errol Flynn and Robin Hood."
The Kenyon Fencing Club
meets in the Gund Commons ball-
room, every Tuesday and Thursday
at 7 or 7:15 p.m. "The tradition,"
Fuller explained, "is that we say it's
at 7, and because it's Kenyon,
people come at 7:15."
i mM 1
Ifyou choose one person to do a vertical inter-
pretation of the horizontal mambo with, who
would it be and why?






I "Duda, because he is the sex ma
chine."
l--




, ; "Ru Paul, because she is so
";. . , . T-.- ; verstile."
' 'y " Christy and Claire '03y -
.
"Kenny G, to see his curly locks
, bounce in unison."
- r;" ' Colin Phillips '03
; J,
Byjonathon Hall
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Kenyon students join worldwide Ramadan fasting
Mirza and Kamiljanova bring their countries' traditions to Kenyon and create a few more of their own
BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
Features Editor
Right now the month might be
November to the majority of
Kenyon students, but for a hand-
ful of them, this month is more im-
portant in its form in the lunar cal-
endar. For the Moslem students
this is Ramadan, the month of Is-
lamic fasting.
According to the lunar calen-
dar, the month starts when the
moon is at its crescent shape.
When the moon was last at this
shape, Moslems throughout the
world started their period of fast-
ing. This fasting goes on for 29 to
30 days, at the end of which there
is a big celebration.
Two Kenyon students who
are fasting are first-yea- rs Tehniat
Mirza from Pakistan and Tamanno
Kamiljanova from Uzbekistan.
They spoke about the way
Ramadan is structured in Islam
in general and the traditions fol-
lowed in their own particular
cultures.
The fasting lasts everyday
from dawn to dusk. "We have to
stop eating even before the first
couple of rays come," explained
Mirza. "This goes on 'til right be-
fore the sun sets. We break our fast
with dates, water or salt."
In Islam, the practices that
were followed by the Prophet
Mohammed are called Sunnat and
breaking fast with one of these part-
icular foods is a Sunnat, so most
people try to do it this way.
"It's not a big deal if you.
don't have these particular
things and so break the fast with
something else," said Mirza. "If
dusk is at five, you have to break
it at five, not six or six thirty."
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Tehniat Mirza and Tamanno Kamiljanova have encountered no real
problems adapting Ramadan fasting to their Kenyon lifestyle.
She followed this to the rule,
rushing off to Peirce so that she
could break her fast at exactly
5:17.
The fasting is essentially an
abstinence from worldly pleasures.
In addition to refraining from all
food and drink, sexual contact is
avoided.
"But there is more to it than
just the physical stuff," Mirza said.
"It's your 'be good' month. It's not
just about refraining from food or
sexual contact but about goodness.
You don't swear, you don't hurt
people during this time. Fasting is
about learning self restraint, ab-
staining from worldly pleasures so
that you can direct your focus to
higher, more spiritual purposes."
"During fasting, if you say
something bad, it breaks your fast,
so everyone is so nice and kind to
each other," Kamiljanova added.
"It's a really great time."
Amy Gallcse
A Moslem also prays five
times a day during the fasting pe-
riod. "Before we start the fast, we
say a couple of verses of prayer
which tell of your intention to fast,"
Kamiljanova said. "And we pray
again after we break the fast too."
These prayers are called
Namaz and are said while facing
the direction of Mecca. "At
Kenyon, north and south are pretty
well marked so I just pray in a
southeast direction," Mirza said.
Even though these things are
expected as an essential part of the
fast, not following any of these
will not break a person's fast, only
eating or sexual contact will. But
it's the accepted thing to do, and
so most people follow it.
"We wake up about half-an-ho- ur
before dawn," Mirza ex-
plained the normal routine in the
country she is from, Pakistan.
"Eating in the morning isn't
my way over to the Chasers party,
Simon and Garfunkle and other
a stain to such good music, and
This weekend, Kenyon partiers forgot about their work and their endless note-takin- g for a while and
concentrated on a different form of "note-takin- g" which centered on musical notes. Friday night started out
with the Chasers concert in Rosse. After the melodic performance, the packed audience filed out with a taste
of quality music still on their palates. Unfortunately, this seemed to dwindle between the hours of 8 and 10
p.m. when all of the parties started. The two parties down south were the Chasers party in the AD lounge and
a party in Hanna celebrating the dorm's 100th anniversary. Generally bored at most Hanna parties, I was
presently surprised to hear, coming up the stairs, songs that actually made me want to come up and check it
out. Once I entered the party, however, I soon saw that even the best music couldn't save a dying party.
At a little after midnight, the attic of Hanna looked about as stark as my attic at home, with just as
many shady characters lurking. Leaving the Hanna party and making
the same enticement was in the air with the sounds of Stevie Wonder and
music that generally isn't played at most parties, because it's hard to be
generally that seems to be the goal. In any event, I was again disappointed to see that the party had about
as many people in attendance as there are Chasers. This didn't seem to matter, however, to those in
attendance, as the numbers were no indication of the potential for this party to some. Friday night it
appeared was about making your own music and going with what worked for you.
Saturday night was a different story'thankfully, as the Psi Us hosted a party at their lodge with the 80s
cover band Rattlesnake-Suitcas- e. This band was just as dangerous as their name, and the first couple of
rows in front of the stage dared to make people party. With cheesy 80s songs and guest appearances galore
on stage, the party was fun even though I lost my coat in the rumble, was dripping with sweat out of places
I didn't know had pores and was partying in a very sketched out basement.
After the party, New Apartments were the late night choice by most. With a packed apartment and
punch, A-- 2 provided not only a great end to an evening but also quite the spectacle of people dancing on
chairs and jamming out to tunes such as "Teenage Wasteland." For all of you intellectuals out there, save
your time of finding the irony in that situation. As great as the party was, however, it only lasted a good
five or so songs, and then people started thinking every apartment was this rocking and went ta go find out
which ones. Most ended up finding out this wasn't the case and either went back or stood in the makeshift
apartment quad and either spit rhymes freestyle or went inside because of the rain spitting on them.
Hopefully next weekend people will carry their rhythm with them, and the whole campus can party in the
same beat.
So, remember, if you're going to throw a party it had better be good because, you never know, we just
m'ght be there. Work hard. Play hard. See you next weekend.
obligatory but the Prophet
Mohammed did it, so we do it too.
I know some people who just sleep
through it too though."
"In Uzbekistan, we have a
food called Nicholda for our break-
fast before we start fasting,"
Kamiljanova said. "This is basi-
cally a mix of sugar and eggs. It's
like whipped cream."
"After breaking fast," she
continued, "small children go to
their neighbors' houses and sing
the Ramazon song to them. And
in return, they give the children
money or sweets. I used to always
do this when I was a kid."
In Uzbekistan, the month is
called Ramazon. One of their
traditions is that the day before
the fasting starts, a dish called
Osh is made for dinner. "This is
rice with lots of carrots and meat
in it," Kamiljanova explained.
"Then we exchange it with our
relatives and friends. Another
tradition during Ramadan is that
you choose one day where you
make dinner for all your friends,
family, older people, and they
come over and have dinner and
then pray for you. We say that it
makes good angels come into your
house. All the other traditions are
more or less the same, because
they are religious, Islamic rather
than regional or cultural."
A Moslem is obligated to fast
after puberty. Fasting isn't seen as
a burden but it is rather something
they want to do. Mirza has a cute
story about her little sister, who at
just eight was begging her mother
to let her fast, too. So her mother
told her that she could do two fasts
per day. Have one in the morning
and then have her lunch and then
have another one in the afternoon.
Little children are not expected to
fast.
There is one specific night
during the month of Ramadan
called Lailat-ul-Qad- r. On this
night, those who are fasting stay
up all night and pray, and if they
do so, their wishes are fulfilled,
and their sins forgiven. In
Uzbekistan there is a legend that
says that at the end of the night you
have to watch the sky, and if you
are pure and have never sinned,
you will see a white bird fly by,
and when you do, whatever you
touch at that moment will turn to
gold. "I always go and watch for
the bird, but I've never seen it,"
Kamiljanova laughed.
This night could come on any
of the nights at the end of the
month, and a very devout Moslem
stays up every night after the 23rd
night. But most people just stay up
on the 27th. "It is said that praying
on this particular night does more
good than if you pray on a thousand
other nights," Kamiljanova said.
The last night after the fast-
ing is called Chand Raat. This is
when the moon is sighted, and if it
is at the required shape, the fast-
ing ends.
"In Pakistan we like to do it
the complicated way," Mirza said.
"The Maulvies Islamic priest go
up on rooftops and find out whether
the moon is full. So you don't know
until 9 or 9:30 whether you will end
the fasting the next day or not."
If the moon is sighted in the
appropriate shape, everyone goes
out on the streets and start the cel-
ebrations. "The girls buy bangles
to wear with their dresses the next
day, and we get henna tattoos,"
Mirza explained the celebrations in
Pakistan. "There are bangle stalls
and henna tattoo stalls set up ev-
erywhere. Everyone is out on the
street and driving around. It's so
much fun, and I'm going to miss it
so much this year."
In Pakistan, the next day is
called Eid. "It's our big holiday,"
Mirza said. "It's basically the
feasting which comes after the
fasting. We wake up pretty early
and have a breakfast of Sawayya.
This is a very sweet, thin spag-
hetti-like food that is eaten with
milk, dates and almonds. We also
have Kashmiri chai. This is a pink
tea with lots of milk in it. At least
this is the traditional Eid breakfast
in my family."
After this, there are Eid
prayers, and the men go to the
mosque for these while the
women stay at home. "In my fam-
ily, we make it a point to be all
dressed and ready in our bangles,
jewelry and Shalwar Kameezs by
the time the men return home,"
Mirza said. "Then we have Eidi
when the grown ups give the chil-
dren presents of money. After
that, we go visiting friends and
relatives. And since everyone has
so many visitors coming over to
their place, they have lots of good
food. In my family we go out visit-
ing in the morning and then receive
visitors during the afternoon."
In Uzbekistan, the first day af-
ter fasting ends is called Arappan.
"We make Osh and exchange it
again on this day," Kamiljanova
said. "The next day is called Hayt,
and this is when we go out and visit
friends and family and really cel-
ebrate. Everyone gets dressed up in
new clothes and jewelry .This is the
biggest holiday for the Moslems in
Uzbekistan too.
"On the celebration day,
people go to visit families where
somebody died and sit and pray
with that family," she continued.
Mirza added that in Pakistan, if
someone had died recently in the
family, they don't celebrate Eid,
and so people make it a point to not
visit them on this day.
Both girls spoke about how
much they'll miss their traditions
from home this year. They dis-
cussed celebrating Eid and Hayat
by themselves. "I'm just going to
dress up in a Shalwar Kameez and
my glass bangles, jewelry and
henna tattoos and go walking
around Gambier," said Mirza, and
Kamiljanova agreed to join her.
Whatever the girls have left behind
at home, right now they are creat-






Anyone who loves early to
mid-90-
's rock undoubtedly loves
the fact that the band Audioslave
exists. The group is compsed of
three former members of the bom-
bastic Rage Against the Machine:
guitarist Tom Morello, bassist Tim
Cummerford and drummer Brad
Wilk, as well as Chris Cornell,
formerly the vocalist for Sound-garde- n.
Audioslave is the marriage
of two of the biggest, loudest and
most loved alternative bands of
the past decade.
At first glance, the pairing of
three fourths of a band known for
fiercely aggressive raprock with
the singer of a band known for
psychedelic, fuzzy grunge seems
odd, to put it mildly. Perhaps it is
the unlikeness of such a pairing
that makes their sound work on
their self-title-d debut album.
Anyone who is interested in
guitar playing also undoubtedly
loves the fact that Audioslave ex-
ists. Tom Morello is the best damn
guitar player in the land. The
group's self-title-d album Audio-slav- e
is just the latest declaration




KFS continues its "Movies
Referenced in Other Movies Week"
with the film that was the subject of
the most preposterous allusion ever
filmed. 1973's Day for Night, di-
rected by French new wave
filmmaker Francois Truffaut, is the
subject of a lengthy and completely
out-of-pla- ce monologue in Urban
Legends: Final Cut. Truffaut is re-
nowned for his genuine affection
for the process of filmmaking, and
in none of his 23 films is this more
apparent than in Day for Night.
Set in a studio in Nice,
France, where filming of a movie
called Meet Pamela has begun,
Day for Night plays out as an
insightful anthology of anecdotes
from film shoots, and what
emerges is a glimpse into the in-
tense, forced community that
exists during production. The
characters are all familiar the
emotionally-fragil- e diva, played
by Jacqueline Bisset and the ag
A
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Rage as the Harvard educated leftist-r-
adical who just happened to
concoct some of the most ridicu-
lous. guitar solos ever put to tape,
making his guitar sound like a DJ
cutting records or, at his most bom-
bastic, an air raid siren.
However, for much of Audio-slav- e,
he doesn't really let fly with
his typical storming solos, but
rather he is content to live within
the context of the melody of the
song, picking his spots more care-
fully and subtly. Even so, there
are still several points when he
plays on the album to which the
only logical reaction is "How in
the hell did he do that!?"
However, Rage fans that
were drawn to the band for its
radical politics and leftist lyrics
will be disappointed. One of
Cornell's prerequisites for join-
ing the band was that he wouldn't
have to write political lyrics. He
also made it clear that he sure as
hell wasn't going to start rap-
ping. Instead of lyrics that deal
with the military industrial com-
plex and political prisoners,
Cornell sings about the afterlife
and other more open-ende- d top-
ics. This certainly helps
Audioslave distance itself from
ing leading man, played by Jean-Pier- re
Aumont but Truffaut's
brilliant directorial flair keeps
them from becoming mere stock
characters as the Meet Pamela
shoot progresses. Truffaut him-
self even steps in front of the
camera, playing the Meet Pamela
director, who also serves as the
narrator for Day for Night. One of
the film's most intriguing aspects
is how the director of what turns
out to be an exceptional film plays
a director who is oblivious to the
fact that he's directing a terrible
film. Day for Night offers some
great material for fans of meta-
analysis.
Thematically, Day for Night
is akin to recent releases like Ed
Wood and Boogie Nights in terms
of the type of people portrayed. At
one point, Truffaut'scharacter tells
a heartbroken young actor, "People
like us are only happy in our work."
It's a statement that speaks vol-
umes about how, for these people,
simply being on the set is infi-








Director Francois Truffaut talks to the cameraman in a scene from Day For Night.
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rage, angst with funk, melody
comparisons to Rage, because
while they do have similarities,
they are by no means the same
band.
Even though there are no po-
litical lyrics, the album opener,
"Cochise," is named after a Na-
tive American revolutionary. The
lyrics do not relate to Cochise or
Native Americans, and Tom Mo-
rello describes the rationale
behind the name, saying, "Co-
chise was the last great American
Indian chief to die free and abso-
lutely unconquered. When
several members of his family
were captured, tortured and hung
by the U.S. Cavalry, Cochise de-
clared war on the entire South-
west and went on an unholy ram-
page, a warpath to end all
warpaths. He and his warriors
drove out thousands of settlers.
Cochise the Avenger, fearless and
resolute, attacked everything in
his path with an unbridled fury.
This song kinda' sounds like
that."
Given that the album is com-
prised of Rage and Soundgarden
alumni, it would be easy to as-
sume Audioslave contains one
rocking, bombastic song after an-
other. "Show Me How To Live,"
s i
lira?;





Oliver Stone's Natural Born Kill-
ers and stylistically linked to
another dozen or so films, 1967's
Bonnie and Clyde actually owes
quite a bit to Truffaut, who em-
braced the film's original
screenplay and brought it to the
attention of producer Warren
Beatty. Reviled by critics at its ini-
tial release, Bonnie and Clyde has
since been called "the first modern
American film," a richly deserved
accolade that fully takes into ac-
count the film's influence on all
subsequent American cinema.
The film opens somewhat
lightheartedly, as Bonnie, played
by Faye Dunawa, catches Clyde,
played by Beatty (Dick Tracy,
Bulworth), attempting to steal her
mother's car. In Clyde, Bonnie
sees a way out of her drab, im-
poverished West Texas town. As
the film unfolds, it becomes clear
with an absolutely mind blowing
Morello solo, "Getaway Car," and
"Hypnotize" certainly do rock
furiously. However, Audioslave
shows off a softer side of the Rage
boys that has not been seen previ-
ously.
Everyone knew that they
could rock with righteous fury
and that any band that tried to
one-u- p them on the ferociousness
scale was going to lose. However,
no one knew they could do melody
and slow burning numbers, and
now they do.
Credit Cornell with inject-
ing a solid slab of funky melody
and traditional rock crooning into
the mix. "I Am the Highway" is a
power ballad that would not
sound completely out of place as
a Ghost of Tom Joad-e- m
Springstein. "I am not your roll-
ing wheels, I am the highway. I
am not your carpet ride, I am the
sky," Cornell im-passionat- ely
croons as he narrates the trials
and tribulations of life. A beauti-
fully subtle yet captivating solo
by Morello acts as the song's
bridge, giving the song its full
force and proving that Morello
can flip it any style you want.
Audioslave is not Rage
productions.stst.net
that he serves this function not
only for Bonnie, but for the other
members of the CW gang and
everyone who reads the news-
paper accounts of their bank
robberies. Through their vio-
lence, Bonnie and Clyde become
the ultimate form of escapism.
Chief among Bonnie and
Clyde's successes is the way
the film changed cinema vio-
lence. American audiences had
never before seen such graphic
violence as in Bonnie and
Clyde's final execution, which
is played for an artistic state-
ment. What makes Bonnie and
Clyde such a powerful, endur-
ing classic is the way that the
actors including supporting
turns by Gene Hackman (The
Royal Tenenbaums), Gene
Wilder (Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory) and direc-
tor Arthur Penn (Little Big Man,
Alice's Restaurant) perfectly
balance this violence with equal
and alternating parts of comedy
and, ultimately, tragedy.
Thursday, November 14, 2002
Against the Machine, and they are
not Soundgarden. They are some-
thing new, created from the ashes
of two of the more popular rock
bands of the last ten years.
Cummerford recently commented
to Rolling Stone about the breakup
of Rage, saying, "We went to the
Super Bowl, and we won. But
former Rage vocalist Zack got a
contract with another team, so now
I just want to beat him, like all the
other teams."
It is somewhat odd to hear
Morello's more vibrant and vi-
cious solos intertwined with the
melodies that Cornell brings to
the table, but somehow these four
extremely talented musicians
make it woik.Audioslave succeeds
on two levels. The debut album
from the foursome shows that a
new, impressive and creative rock
n roll monster now stalks the mu-
sic landscape. It also proves that
Tom Morello truly is the heir to
guitar gods of years past.
If Audioslave is any indica-
tion, these four gifted men are




I Movie-lin-e: 392-222- 0 I
The Ring PG-1- 3 J
Fri-Th- u 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
Sa-S- u 12:45, 3:00, 5:15 J
7:30, 9:45
,8 Mile R !
Fri-Th- u 4:45, 7:00, 9:15 J
Sa-S- u 1:00,4:45 .
7:00, 9:15 J
Half Past Dead PG-1- 3
!Fri-Th-
u 5:10,7:10,9:10.
Sa-S- u 1:10, 3:10, 5:10
I 7:10,9:10.
Harry Potter PG.
Fri-Th- u 4:15, 7:30
Sa-S- u 1:00, 4:15
7:30 J
'Harry Potter PG
I Fri-Th- u 6:30,9:45
Sa-S- u 12:00,3:15,6:30
9:45
Santa Clause 2 G
I Fri-Th- u 4:50,7:00,9:10
Sa-S- u 12:30,2:40,4:50
7:00, 9:10
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"The Lion" sings tomorrow night: Thomas
Activist, musical innovator with Blacks Unlimited mixes brass, rhythm section and
BY ELIZABETH HENRY
StaffWriter
Thomas Mapfumo, known as
the "Lion of Zimbabwe," the
"granddad of African music" and
an activist for social justice, will
lake the Kenyon stage tomorrow
night. Mapfumo and his band,
Blacks Unlimited, promise an ex-
otic show.
The Amnesty International-sponsore- d
event will begin at 8:30
p.m. on Friday at Rosse Hall with an
interview with Mapfumo. After an
intermission that will include refresh-
ments coutesy of the Red Door Cafe,
Mapfumo and Blacks Unlimited will
play from 9:45 p.m. until 2 a.m.
This band is huge. They're
internationally known and respected.
Kenyon hosting Map- - fumo is re-
ally a big deal," said Rita Espinosa
'05. Espinosa joins the other coordin-
ators of this event, Nikki Swayne
'04 and Claudia Masko '05, in ex-
pressing great enthusiasm for this
"hidden gem."
Electric guitars, horns,
boards and a drum set accompany
i traditional African instruments to
Byrne makes ASIA laugh




Television to Gund Commons, Steve
Byrne will make his first appeara-
nce at Kenyon this Saturday at 9:30
p.m. The comedian's performance
on campus is sponsored by Asian




tee (MCC) is hoping to establish
an awareness of multi-culturalis- m,
centered around a theme of fight
ing against hate crimes," said
Jessica Vigilante '03, MCC presi
dent. "It is something that many
people do not talk about, and we
feel as though this is something
that needs to be addressed. We
want to celebrate our differences,
treating them as they should be
treated with Tespect."
ASIA and six other student
groups responded to MCC's eff-
orts to organize a Hate Crimes
Awareness Week by putting to-
gether programs that will occur
throughout the week.
"MCC served as an alliance,
allocated funds and provided
general support to these groups
"i their efforts," said Vigilante.
We hope to show a unification
among multicultural organizati-
ons in an effort to accomplish
'his goal."
ASIA president Ted Samuel
05 hopes Byrne's performance will
complement MCC's intended purp-
ose of awareness.
"One aspect that Hate Crime
Week will take on this year is to
dflwithcelebrating one another's
Terences,' Samuel said. "That
capture Mapfumo's unique sound,
chimurenga music. Thisterm means
"struggle" in Shona, the language
of Zimbabwe. This evolution of
music blends deep mbira anthems
with African jazz, undertones of
reggae, R&B, a touch of blues and
Afro-po- p.
The band is used to playing for
days at a time during huge music
festivals. "People should come to
dance and to party, not as if going
to a formal event," Swayne said.
"This is really different from west-
ern music."
Although it is Mapfumo's mu-
sical style that initially charms his
audiences, it is his lyrics that ulti-
mately intrigue them. The content
of his music reflects the changing
concerns of people in his homeland
of Zimbabwe from traditional Af-
rica, through times of war, to the
preservation of their culture in the
present.
Mapfumo's musical career be-
gan three decades ago in the British
colony of Rhodesia, currently Zim-
babwe. The passion he brought to
his audiences was fueled by his
hope for a revival of Africa's fad
is why we chose to host Byrne at
this time."
Byrne has appeared on BET's
Comic View, Que Loco and Club54
in Canada. A resident of New York
City, Byrne regularly appears at
widely known comic clubs like
Comic Strip Live and The Comedy
Cellar. His experience is evident,
"I have personally seen a small
bit of his routine," Samuel said
"From what I saw, I really think
the campus is in for a good laugh.
Byrne's father is an Irishman
from Brooklyn and his mother is
North Korean. The majority of
Byrne's material is original mate-
rial that is based around his
experiences of "fitting in" with
society, his childhood and his ob
servations of Generation X.
"We hope the students willj
respond well," Samuel said. "Since
his act centers around his life as an
Asian American, it makes him a
good choice."
Although ASIA promotes
Asian culture awareness and many
of its members may relate person-
ally to Byrne's performance, the
show is aimed at a cross-cultur- al
audience.
"Many of ASIA'S members
are first orsecond generation Asian
Americans and could therefore re
late to some of what Byrne will
talk about, especially with issues
of parents with traditional ideas in
the U.S.," Samuel said. "This pro
gram will, however, be entertaining
for all students."
ASIA strives to promote all as
pects of Asian culture for the entire
campus. Both Kenyon After Dark!
and Associate Dean of Students
Cheryl Steele contributed funds for
in support of the event.
ing cultures.
While celebrating African mu-
sic and culture, Mapfumo's lyrics
condemn alcoholism, AIDS, domes-
tic violence and the abuse of power.
Mapfumo sang in frustration
against native Zimbabweans being
tricked into abandoning their ances-
tral ways. As ethnomusic-ologi- st
Banning Eyre. points out, "His de-
votion to traditional music inevitably
politicized him."
At the time, Zimbabwe was
fighting to regain peace and co-
operation after decades of white
colonial rule and a bitter civil war.
They were moving towards new
leadership.
Nationally recogn ized as a great
activist of human rights, Mapfumo
was seen as a hero for singing the
theme songs for the revolution. His
music was banned from the govern-ment-controll- ed
radio, but he
continued to play throughout Zim-
babwe, selling copies of his work
and attracting attention from an in
First-ye- ar Renegades start
BY AMY BERGEN
StaffWriter
This weekend, the newly
formed Renegade Theatre will
present two evenings of scenes and
monologues on Friday and Satur-
day at the Horn Gallery. Each
evening will feature an entirely dif-
ferent show. This production is
unique not only because of its eclec-
tic nature a bit of everything from
serious drama to comedy but be-
cause it is directed and performed
exclusively by the class of 2006.
First-yea- rs Lara Cox and Emily
Culliton began the Renegade The-
ater project over discussion of Intro
Drama skits. "A bunch of us had
been talking about doing a first-ye- ar
show," said Cox, and the word
spread to other interested first-yea- rs
inside and outside of drama classes.
Cox and Culliton are only two of
several first-yea- rs on the board of
directors, including Dave Romako,
Amy Rothman, Rebecca Shoot, Jes-
sica Freeman-Slad- e and Andrew
Ferrett. "We had the opportunity
and the space," said Culliton. "We
couldn't not do it."
These first-yea- rs took the indi-
vidual talents of several members of
their class and combined them to
produce two nights of student-ru- n,
student-directe- d and student-performe- d
show. "The directing of
individual scenes by different stu-
dents is a particular strength of the
performance," said Ramako.
The Renegade players took
scenes from a variety of sources and
added their own directorial touches
to them.
"We're doing a lot of scenes,"
said Culliton. "Several are by Chris-
topher Durang, a comedy writer,
whose material is often outrageous
and over-the-to- p, but we also have
some serious monologues, and a
scene written by student writer Sa-
rah Huff '06. Directors were free to
ternational audience.
Mapfumo was imprisoned in
Zimbabwe in 1977 for 90 days due
to the controversial content of his
songs. In 1 980, under the new presi-
dent, Robert Mugabe, he and Blacks
Unlimited shared the stage with
Bob Marley and the Wailers in
Zimbabawe.
Today, Mapfumo lives in the
U.S. in virtual exile because his
music has been banned in his home-
land of Zimbabwe.
Espinosa explained that
Mapfumo sought help from Am-
nesty International when he was
caught up in the politics of a
changing nation. Now, Amnesty
is bringing his story to Kenyon.
He continues to compose
chimurenga music while record-
ing, performing and touring with
the Blacks Unlimited.
An anthropology professor at
.
Ohio University introduced Swayne
to Mapfumo's music before she
transferred to Kenyon. "I was really
(
Joanna Weinland berates Colin Mannex in a Renegade rehearsal,
choose whatever material they the people involved are doing this
wanted, so we have a pretty wide
variety."
The first-year- s' response to this
freedom to express themselves cre-
atively resulted in two nights of
scenes that range in topic from death
to love, and every subject in be-
tween.
"One scene is about finding
romance at the DMV," Cox said.
"In another, a woman shows up at a
funeral and wants to sing and dance.
She embarrasses herself, but she
doesn't care." The decision to cast
and involve exclusively first-yea- rs
was made, in part, to let first-yea- rs
experiment with greater theatrical
independence.
"We wanted to give freshmen
an opportunity to get on their feet in
the theater where upperclassmen
are already involved," said Cox.
Romako added, "This way other
directors can see first-yea- rs doing
things."
"I think the idea of Renegade
Theater is really a great one," said
Huff. "So many freshmen come here
with a passion for theater writing,
directing, acting . . . Renegade gives
them a chance to be among peers
and work on improving and refining
their skills before they move on to





message and his music. I contacted
the Student Activities Office to find
a sponsor, and Amnesty offered to
help out." She then contacted the
band's agents, and they agreed to
perform.
Their performance at Kenyon is
one of many that Blacks Unlimited is
holding in the U.S. this month.
"Lots of effort has gone into
this. We have gotten a lot of help,"
Espinosa said. It was not a simple
task to bring Mapfumo and Blacks
Unlimited to Kenyon. "We're in
awe that they're coming. Mapfumo
is just such an incredible person."
"We're really hoping the public-
ity will be effective, because it should
be an amazing show," said Masko. "I
hope people will come to the inter-
view before the show to learn."
Swayne is currently working
on putting Mapfumo's music on
Kenster to further educate Kenyon
students and to publicize the music







because they love it and can't live
without it."
Many of the first-yea- rs had
come in with theatre and directing
experience, but arranging their own
rehearsal times and spaces and fine-tuni- ng
all details made the process
more difficult.
"We wanted the experience of
putting on a show ourselves,"
Culliton said. "Now we sort of un-
derstand what it is to put on a show.
It's really hard."
Because the Renegade Theater
group is not an established group at
Kenyon, they had difficulty finding
places to rehearse and also did not
have access to some of the facilities
that older theater groups do.
"A lot of rehearsals were held
in dorm lounges," said Cox, "basi-
cally wherever we could get space.
The same goes for costumes and
props. They're basically whatever
we could scrounge together."
Since the students were respon-
sible for so many facets of pro-
duction, the show required some
creativity, some inventiveness andt
according to Romako, "lots of
allstus." At the same time, Cox said,
"The really cool thing about this is
that it's student-ru- n and
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"Family Tree" blends digital with natural
BY LAUREN BERNSTEIN
Staff Writer
This week's storm may have
blown away the brilliant leaves that
painted our campus, but in the Olin
Art Gallery stand some even more
breathtaking trees, which do more
than capture a picture, they capture
the bare essence of the families from
which we come.
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Art Marcella Hackbardt's digital pho-
tography will be showcased in an
exhibit in the Olin Art Gallery, titled
"Family Tree," which opened Nov. 7
and will run until Dec. 14. In the
exhibit, Hackbardt deals with the
many dy namicsof the family through
WAX litoiagc
iKenyon singers to
Emily Borocz-Johnso- n '03 will be presenting her senior voice
recital on Sunday at 2 p.m. in Brandi Recital Hall.
Borocz-Johnso- n, a soprano from Bay Village, Ohio, will be
accompanied by junior Katherine Walpole on piano and is under the
tutelage of Adjunct Instructor of Music Nancy Jantsch.
Sarah Meadow '04 will be presenting her junior voice recital later
that evening in Brandi. Meadow,
Jantsch, will start her performance at 7 p.m.
"Although I'm a music minor and technically not required to give
a rprital mv voice teacher and I thought it would be a really valuable
experience for me and for Robbie Ketcham, my accompanist, who is
also a junior."
MparWs me.sentationof "Mister Snow" will be accompanied by
sophomores Rachel Armstrong and
Alessandra Cusato.
I wP'rf. thp harWaroundbackuD
ter. "We aren't the main part, of
the notes and phrases. The focus is on barah.
KCGC brings spirit to Sunday night
The Kenyon College Gospel Choir, under the direction of Phillip
Ross '03 will be singing some joyful praise on Sunday at 8 p.m. in
Iosse
The theme for this Saturday night's concert is "Progression," and
thp rhnW will he showcasine sones from a range of different compos
ers, dating from songs written in the
as this summer. Sherry Wherry '05
Rr, tn make her directine debut in
This enthusiastic group, which was formed two years ago by Ross
Lh Frira Weston '03. started out with a meager membership of eight
people, but since then has swelled to include over 30 members,
including students, faculty and some community members. The
Gos-r,- Pi
Phnir has a reputation for encouraging their audience to stand up,
sine and clap their hands during
sings traditional and contemporary
name of God, while having the time ot our lives aoing n, saiu iwm.
Local high school
Mr,,,nt Vprnnn High School
attend their fall musical, Seven
performed tonight, tomorrow and
Wiah cfhnnl thpater.
The play is set in the 1850s in
LMart nf cMpn cnnQ Adam, finds
;c horrified to find that Adam's
bumpkins. She immediately sets to
iLady-esqu- e sequence.
I AHmiinn is $6 for students
rr cprvp tickets, vou
turnerpkenyon.edu. Tickets are also available at the door. With a




the metaphor of a tree. In coordina
tion with the exhibit, she will also
present a lecture and slideshow to the
Kenyon community tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Olin Auditorium, which will
be followed by a reception in the
gallery.
In the absence of Assistant Pro-
fessor of Art Dan Younger, the
gallery director, Assistant Professor
of Art Read Baldwin has taken over
as director, and he has helped to put
together an impressive display of
touching images.
These images poignantly
present fragile, thorny and abused
trees, exposing the fragility and
thorns that exist in most families as
opposed to the less realistic and
perform in Brandi
who is also under the instruction of
Amanda Carpenter and freshman
singers for Sarah," said Carpen
course, but we just assist in some of
late 80s up to songs released as late
will also De stealing me uaiuu iiu...
preparation for Ross's graduation.
performances. "The Gospel Choir
gospel music in order to uplift the
musical debuts
students would love to have you
Brides for Seven Brothers, being
Saturday evening at 7:30 p.m. in the
the old Oregon territory, where the
a true love in Milly. However, she
six brothers are unsophisticated
work reforming them in a My Fair
(with ID) and seniors, $8 for adults.





When: Nov. 7 to Dec 14
I Where: Olin Art Gallery
idealist idea of trees as strong and
massive portrayals of family life.
"I feel that the less traditional tree
might offer meaningful metaphors
since families are not only composed
of individuals with a biological con-
nection," said Hackbardt! "Families
are not always securely connected to
an ancestral base. They are some-
times strong and sturdy . They are also
torn, damaged, thorny, struggling."
"Family Tree" is similar to past
exhibitsofHackbardt's,suchas "Flesh
and Blood," which was exhibited in
the Olin Art Gallery last spring.
"These are similar exhibits in
that 'Family Tree' continues to ex-
plore the family unit, how it is imaged
and how ideas of the natural, nature
and the artificial are often employ ed
as familial definitions," Hackbardt
said.
Some of the trees in the exhibit




Eminem's new film 8 Mile
could have been the sum of many
bad things. Most movies built
around the life and persona of a real
mega-sta- r touch unashamedly
and often unknowingly on every
cliche in the rise-to-fa- me genre.
People seem to forget that a great
on-sta- ge presence will not neces-
sarily translate into an on-scre- en
one, hence such abominations as
Mariah Carey's Glitter, the most
ridiculous waste of celluloid con-
ceivable by the human mind.
Luckily though, 8 Mile uses that
same form to an uninflated degree,
maintaining a visceral perspective
on what it's like to grow up poor in
the urban rap world of Detroit.
Though he insists that this
movie is not autobiographical,
Eminem gives a very personal per-
formance as Jimmy Smith, Junior, a
skilled amateur rapper who at the
film's onset must move back into
his mother's trailer after losing both
his job and his girlfriend. His mother
Stephanie, played by Kim Basinger,
is the great failure that Jimmy lives
in fear of becoming. Even though
she has a young daughter still living
with her, Stephanie behaves like a
wild teen, wasting her days on beer,
boyfriends and bingo. Jimmy tries
to shield his little sister from the
ugliness of their mother's life, but
there is only so much he can . do,
since his own life is not much better.
When not working his new job
at thebumperfactory, Jimmy drives
around town with his friends, goof-
ing around and playing off one
another's quirks. Though one of the
support children reaching up to the
sky, bending without snapping in the
manner of an ideal parent, while oth-
ers seem to ache and flare in a in
screamingagony.reminiscentoftrees
that are burned down before they can
spread their seed. By subtly chang-
ing the banal standards of a kind of
family photograph or portrait, these
pieces survey the realm of psychol-
ogy as well as symbolize nature.
"I try to imagine what sort of
images people habitually see, either
through the media or through their
own image making, i.e., snapshots
of family and friends, and then try to
make work that might extend out of
that framework, but still be in touch
with those sources," Hackbardt said.
"Advertising images that feature
families, for instance, show them as
a contented group that only needs a
few additional material goods to
take their happiness to a higher level .
I feel that type of imaging shows a
rather limited range of lived experi-
ence. The family is more complex
and important than that."
Hackbardt received her BA in
Art from the University of Alaska
Anchorage and her MFA from the
University of New Mexico in Albu-
querque. Herphotographs have been
displayed in solo exhibits at the
avoids pitfalls of the
few white faces we see in this cif:le,
Jimmy earns a lot of respect because
of his talent for freestyle rapping,
one of the few ways in which these
guys prove themselves to one other.
Jimmy has become somewhat
of a joke to most of the community,
however, since freezing onstage at
a "battle," a competition of wits
done one-on-o- ne to a given beat.
Though Jimmy is supposedly one
of the best, he takes his opponent's
racial mockery too personally and
he can't compete. Though Jimmy
dreams of being signed to a record
company, he can't fully commit
himself to that dream. After all, his
mother is lost in dreams that keep
her chained to a squalid existence,
stuck in a destructive mindset that
Jimmy fiercely resents. But
Jimmy's closest friend Future,
played by Mekhi Phifer, host of the
battles, tells him again and again
that he must realize his potential,
and Jimmy can't decide whether to
believe him or to buckle down and
make the best of what he has now.
The film's title is taken from
the road that divides downtown
Detroit from its white suburbs, and
the story largely focuses on the
barriers that separate people who
ultimately want the same thing. In
Detroit, barriers are seen primarily
in terms of skin color.
Even though 8 Mile can toe the
line of sentimentality, it manages
to keep its edge by allowing that
some of the more tragic parts of
society are things we cannot change.
Jimmy's personal triumph will not
be to revolutionize the way whites
and blacks define one other, but to
carve out his own personal space in
a game that isn't his. He earns the
Thursday, November 14, 2002
in exhibit
Harwood Art Center, Sommers
Gallery, Saint Mary's College and
the University of Notre Dame, and
group exhibitions at Kendall Col-
lege of Art and Design and Adrian
College, among others. This is her
third year as a Visiting Assistant
Professor of Art at Kenyon and stu-
dents have been fortunate enough to
benefit from her instruction in their
courses.
"I found myself moved by the
photographs in 'Family Tree' which
reveal that the domestication of
trees and by association, the do-
mestication of people is a violent,
perverse, and often touching thing,"
said Assistant Professor of Art at
Barnard College Elizabeth Hutch-
inson, in a recent essay.
Hackbardt credits the idea for
the exhibit to the personal values
she and her husband have come into
contact with since she and her hus-
band had their own child.
"There are so many families
that face hardships and need to ask
for help, others that do not make it,
while others that reconfigure them-
selves in powerful ways, so a
symmetrical old oak just doesn't
come close to explaining their
beauty, their pain and their need for
each other," said Hackbardt.
look at life
"rise to fame genre
nickname "Elvis" from a rival group
self-nam- ed "The Free World." Elvis
is a comparison Eminem has used
in his own lyrics to acknowledge
himself as a white guy stealing a
black art. While Elvis did much to
cross cultures and expose white
America to a lesser-know- n mus-
ical form, this movie does not
portend that Jimmy will become
the next white musical savior.
Just as important, however, is
that Jimmy be a savior to himself, to
keep Detroit from doing to him what
it did to his mother and many of his
friends. Britanny Murphy epito-
mizes this in her portrayal of Alex,
a vampy hanger-o- n of the battle
boys who plans to escape to New
York as soon her modeling connec-
tions come through. She turns out to
be a cold, self-servi- ng young woman
who does not draw much sympathy
until the final scene, when she and
Jimmy share one last look across the
room that says, "It's not personal;
it's this life."
Curtis Hanson, as with earlier
films like LA. Confidential and
Wonder Boys, brings out the subtle
irony of the solitary figure who
struggles to both rely on and di-
stance himself from his peers. Jimmy
himself suggests that sometimes
we have to start living "down here
in that world of lowered expect-
ations where realism redefines our
hopes but also puts them closer in
reach. As the credits roll, Eminem's
new hit single, "Lose Yourself,
asks: "If you had one shot, one
opportunity to seize everything y0"
ever wanted, one moment, wou
you capture it or just let it slip'
The question is a simple
one-Wisel- y,
the movie won't answer i




Flashes of color, moments of
lyricism, explosive precision and
absurdity: these are just a few char-
acteristics of this year's Fall Dance
Cbncert. It is an exploration of move-
ment in the truest sense of the word;
in that it asks us to be moved. The
program is a culmination of many
months worth of work from both stu-
dents and faculty. It leaps from the
bizarre and garish to the quiet and
contemplative. The performers take
great risks and go to incredible
lengths to communicate physically
things that some find difficult to de-
scribe with words alone.
This year's dance concert has
also taken some visual leaps. In the
three faculty-choreograph- ed pieces,
we see added visual elements of proj-
ected Goya images, military camo-
uflage and a surprise set piece that
can only be hinted at in two words:
Stage Femmes debut with LaBute's The Shape of Things
Strong lead roles let performers deal accurately with contradictions and subtleties of relationships
BY CATTLIN WEISS
StaffWriter
"Art is a visceral thing. You've
got to feel it. Love it, hate it it isn't
a casserole."
At least, that's what art is ac-
cording to Evelyn, the female lead
in The Shape of Things. Neil
Labute's play, going up this Saturd-
ay and Sunday night at 8 p.m. in
the new black box theater, chall-
enges the concept of artistic
expression. Set in a university in
the Midwest, The Shape of Things
follows the relationship of Evelyn,
played by Alexis Mallen '03, and
Adam, played by Dean Simakis
'04. Joe Freeman '05 and Katie
Murray '03 play Adam's friends,
Philip and Jenny. Anna Fisher '03
is directing the production, funded
by the Kenyon organization Stage
Femmes.
The interesting thing about this
play isn't just its take on art. Labute
also uses the script to comment on
gender roles and social pressures in
modern-da- y America. It is difficult to
reveal much of the play's plot with-
out ruining its astonishing ending,
but one can disclose that Neil Labute
takes the story of Adam and Eve and
retells it in the context of our own
taie, revitalizing issues of sex and
I
p
J0"1 'eft; Mallen, Simakis, Freeman
of Things.
glowing fungi.
Assistant Professor of Dance
Julie Brodie's piece, "Rascas," at-
tempts especially provocative com-
binations of static imagey and
movement. The piece was inspired
not only by the works of Goya, but
also by Lorca poetry and features
music written by a composer that
Brodie knows personally. The
movements of the dancers occa-
sionally mimic the tableaux of the
projected image, thereby bringing
it to life.
Against the Lorca-evokin- g
lyricism of "Rascas," Adjunct Pro-
fessor of Dance Kristin Horrigan
has chosen intense rap as the mu-
sical backdrop for her piece. Mean-
while, Assistant Professor of Dance
Balinda Craig-Quijad- a explores the
music of Ry Cooder. The three
pieces are as disparate musically as
they are visually, an eclecticism
that characterizes the entirety of this
year's concert. As senior Betsy
power as old as the apple and the
snake themselves. Throughout the
play, Evelyn dominates Adam, and
her power in the relationship causes
Adam to transform himself to please
her, tugging at the delicate balance
between love and idolization, be-
tween devotion and dependency.
"Stage Femmes chose this play
for its strong female roles," said
Mallen, who is both the president of
the organization and the lead in the
play. However, afterreading the play,
one can ' t help but notice that "strong"
here is not at all synonymous with
sympathetic or evert likable. On the
contrary, the character of Evelyn is
almost brutal, and undeniably ma-
nipulative, and the second lead, Jenny,
is naive and submissive all this
brings up the question, does Stage
Femmes, a group focused on finding
roles for women, have any policy on
performing potentially misogynistic
material?
"It is a sad fact that it's hard
enough to find plays featuring fe-
males, let alone plays that have
politically correct thematic or alle-
gorical views on gender relations,"
said Mallen.
Murray agreed, saying that The
Shape ofThings is "not necessarily a
commentary on feminism oron femi-






and Murray in a scene from The
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
invigorate
Brandt said, "This concert features
so many different kinds of chore-
ography, from the traditional to the
absurd."
This is Brandt's last year as a
dance major, which is both good and
bad news for audiences at Kenyon,
since her talent as a both a mainstay
performer and choreographer will
be almost irreplaceable. Brandt's
senior thesis is in two parts: a cho-
reography project and a perfor-
mance. The performance is
"Cleared for Landing," a dramatic
solo about inner struggle. The piece
was choreographed by Balinda
Craig-Quijad- a for a graduate student
at Ohio State University.
"The process of revisiting the
dance for another person has taken
the piece in new and unexpected di-
rections, because Betsy's ownership
of the piece is interpreted so differ-
ently. Her performance markedly
highlights how the character walks
the fine line between inner fortitude
play about two men and two women
interacting with one another."
One can't help but notice the
small amount of roles open to fe-
male actors on campus, and plays
like The Shape ofThings try to sway
the balance back to reflect the de-
mographics of the College. In the
end, even a unlikable woman char-
acter is a woman character, a fact
that is emphasized when the pick-
ings are slim.




This Saturday, Rosse Hall
will reverberate with the melodic
pangs of a pair of star-cross- ed
lovers, the boisterous bravado of
a gaggle of newsboys and the
primal dancing of three burlesque
babies. For those in the know,
this can only mean one thing: the
Company is performing.
The Kenyon College musi
cal theatre troupe's first pro-
duction of the 2002-0- 3 season, a
high-energ- y full-thrott- le tribute
to the song and dance of the sil
ver screen, features numbers
from "movie musicals, musicals
better known as movies, etc,"
according to Company coordi
nator Tim Chenette '05. This
theme seems a particularly apt
choice for the Company, which
strive to infuse every selection
with the bright-eye- d optimism
and dewy naivete inherent in
early movie musicals.
Even the group's forays into
satire seem genuinely good-nature- d,
as with the colossally corny
love ballad "A Penny for Your
Thoughts" from Christopher
Guest's mock-umentar- y Waiting
uorGuffman. In conversation with
Fall Dance Concert
and loss of control," said Craig-Quijad- a.
Brandt's choreography of
"Arena" completes the other por-
tion of her senior project. "Arena"
uses circus imagery in props, mu-
sic and costumes to comment on
the performance-oriente- d and of-
ten freakish pace at which we lead
our lives.
"I had a wonderful time putting
this piece together," Brandt said. "It
expresses so much of how I've sur-
vived the juggling act that is life at
Kenyon." Brandt's piece takes the
metaphor to its most literal conclu-
sion: juggling is actually involved.
Another senior presenting her
thesis, Elizabeth Wilkinson, use the
power of ensemble to create her
choreography. Wilkinson's piece,
titled "i saw i was i," is a product of
improvisation and collaboration
with both musicians and dancers.
"We worked very closely to cre-
ate a structure that pairs improvisa
Stage Femmes is the only orga-
nization with the express purpose of
increasingdramaticopportunitiesfor
women at Kenyon. The group spon-
sors only one or two performances a
year due to its lack of funding. "If
money weren't an issue, Stage
Femmes would not only be putting
on more productions each year, but
also bringing in lecturers and speak-
ers women in the arts to come in




When: Saturday at 4
p.m. and 7 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
Company members Blake Shep-par- d
'03 and J.P. Barringer '04,
the most common word used to
describe the Company experience
was "fun."
"Company is just a lot of fun,"
said first-ye- ar member Barringer.
'That's why I do it." This year's
program pays homage to the leg-
endary films of Hollywood's
Golden Age, while also making
room for numbers from the "new
classics," such as South Park: Big-
ger, Longer, Uncut. The curtain
may rise to a rousing rendition of
"Lullaby of Broadway," led by
Harrison Rivers '04 from the 1933
Busby Berkeley extravaganza 42nd
Street, but more recent musical fa-
vorites such as Baz Luhrman's
Moulin Rouge are also represented.
The revue clocks in at under
two hours. The troupe's trademark
humor and obvious vocal prowess
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tion with set music and choreogra-
phy, exploring various cycles of re-
lationships," Wilkinson said. "The
best kind of performance results from
such ambitious projects, projects in
which the performers feel they own
the work and that they had real
agency in its creation."
Rounding off the evening are
three first-tim- e dance concert chore-
ographers: senior Ginna Gauntner
and sophomores Shannon Donald
and Lindsay Junkin. All are smaller
ensemble pieces. Donald, whose
concert piece is called "Finding It,"
and Junkin, who choreographed a
piece titled "Rebound," work with
trios, while Gauntner explores the
possibilities of tension and shared
weight with a group of four dancers.
The Dance Concert will play in the
Hill Theater for three nights: tonight,
tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m.
Those who wish to attend the Dance
Concert are encouraged to get tick-
ets now, as the concert could sell out.
is a place for them in the outside
theater world," said Mallen.
The Shape of Things is a
thought-provokin- g play and well
worth the controversy that tags along
with every performance. Labute's
play challenges preconceptions of
both sex and art, and whether you
see it as feminist or misogynistic, as
delightful or offensive, it definitely
won't leave you apathetic. "Love it,
hate it it isn't a casserole."
show tunes, hilarity
make every number memorable,
and if that is not enticement enough
to come see either the 4 p.m. mati
nee or 7 p.m. show, the prospect of
Steven Bartek '04 bumping, grind-ing-an- d
gyrating across the stage as
a male stripper should be ample
incentive.
Other returning company
members include seniors Emily
Martin, Ann Weinheimer and A.J.
Rourk, junior Kit Walpole and
sophomores Tom Coiner, Grace
Culbertson, Anna Curtis and
Gilberto Esqueda.They are joined
by newcomers Barringer and Beth
Kozlowski '05.
Musical theater as a genre
asks its audience to suspend dis-
belief and assume that the actors
' might actually, in a spontaneous
swell of emotion, burst into song.
This is a group that one imagines
might do just that and show equal
comfort onstage or on Middle
Path.
Saturday's performances
promise to delight Company fans
and neophytes alike, setting feet
tapping and heads bobbing, and
maybe even convincing one or
two shy first-yea- rs to come out
and audition for a group that guar-
antees "the most fun you can
legally have at Kenyon." j




The Kenyon Ladies Swim
team picked up two dual meet vic-
tories in as many days last week.
On Friday, the women traveled to
Granville to take on perennial ri-
val Denison. Having captured
seven of the eight events contested
at the NCAC relays in October, the
Ladies appeared to have the edge
in terms of overall depth. Never-
theless, the meet proved to be an
exciting early showcase of two of
the best teams in Division III.
The meet opened with the 400
yard medley relay, in which the
Ladies team of Beth Galloway '04,
Betsy Garratt '03, Meilyn Chan
'05 and Agnese Ozolina '04 broke
away early and held on to win by
a comfortable 4.5 second margin.
Not even Denison's ail-Ameri- can
butterflyer Jill Boo, who split an
outstanding 57.50, could pull the
Big Red within striking distance.
The Ladies distance corps
didn't miss a beat, as the trio of
Kristin Landry '04, Kate Holland
'03 and Emmie Dengler '05
cruised to a 1-2- -3 finish. Dengler,
who finished third, was over 17
seconds ahead of Denison's top
finisher.
First-ye- ar Rachel Smith held
off a late charge by Denison's
Meredith French to win the 200
yard freestyle in 1:56.22. Senior
Melissa Holt, who had battled ill-
ness all week long, swam with the
leaders for 150 yards, but she
faded to third in the final yards.
Beth Galloway captured the
50 yard freestyle in 24.20, a
Denison pool record. Courtney
Lords Swimming extracts revenge against Denison
BY SHARON SORKIN
Staff Reporter
On Friday and Saturday, the
Lords Swimmers took on confer-
ence rivals Denison and Wittenberg --
in back-to-bac- k dual meets. They
swam away from home on Friday
at the Big Red. The last time they
went up against Denison was at the
NCAC invitational, hosted by
Kenyon, and they slipped to second
place. behind Denison 168-16- 0.
This meet had different results, as
Kenyon won out 136-10- 6 over
Denison. "It should have been one
of our best match-up- s this season,"
said senior Dan Kiepfer, "but we
wanted to race today, not just
swim."
At Denison, Kenyon began
with the 1,000 yard freestyle, won
by sophomore Elliot Rushton with
a time of 9:48.39. Next, senior Read
Boon led the pack in the 200 yard
freestyle in 1:47.49. Following that
event was the fast paced 50 yard
freestyle, with first and third place-
ments by junior Marc Courtney-Brook- s
with 21.83 and sophomore
transfer Russ Hunt with 22.52. Af-
terwards was the 200 yard IM, won
by freshman Andrejs Duda in
1:56.36, with a second place finish
by senior Dan Kiepfer in 1:58.52.
Stecz and Meilyn Chan finished
fourth and fifth for the Ladies, re-
spectively.
Denison found its first win of
the afternoon -- from Lauren Clark
in the 200 yard IM, who used an
aggressive first half to distance her-
self from the field. A late charge
from senior co-capta- in Ashley
Rowatt brought her within striking
distance, but Rowatt ran out of
pool before she could catch the
Denison first-yea- r. Nonetheless,
the Ladies' 2-3- -4 finish from
Rowatt, Jennie Miller '06 and
Garratt prevented Denison from
making up too much ground.
The 200 yard fly belonged to
Denison's Boo, who won in
2:10.72. The Ladies, however,
managed a 2-3- -4 finish from Claire
Tindal '03, Carly Chornobil '06
and Danielle Korman '06.
Ozolina captured the 100 yard
freestyle, using a strong back half
to chase down two Big Red fresh-
men. With only .52 seconds be-
tween her times for her first and
second 50 yards, Ozolina's swim
perhaps epitomized a key strength
of the Ladies throughout the after-
noon its closing speed.
Miller and co-capta- in Sarah
Retrum '03 cruised to a 1-- 2 finish
in the 200 yard back, with Holland
taking fourth.
Smith and Holt took first and
second, respectively, in the 500
yard freestyle. Smith took the lead
from the first 100 yards and con-
tinued to distance herself from the
field, while Holt turned what could
have been a close race with French
into an easy swim as she broke
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The 200 yard breaststroke
'
,
Freshman Jim Berger conquered the 200
Carlos Vega '03 took the 200 yard
fly in 1:53.10. Freshman Russ Hunt
placed Kenyon second in the 100
yard freestyle, while sophomore
Leandro Monteiro won his race, the
200 yard back with a 1:54.79. Elliot
Rushton finished the meet with first
place in the 500 yard freestyle, com-
pleting it in 4:47.00. Kenyon
showed Denison that though the Big
Red may have won just weeks be-
fore, the Lords would be sure to
deny them any chance of victory in
the future.
After teaching Denison a thing
or two on Friday, they faced
and Wittenberg in their wake
"
"V.














First-ye- ar Carly Chornobil cuts through
proved to be an echo of the 200
yard IM. Denison's Clark, swim-
ming in an outside lane where she
went virtually unnoticed by the
Ladies, took off from the start and
maintained her lead to win in
2:26.99. Again, Rowatt's closing
speed secured her second place,
while Brooke Birchell '05 was the
only other Lady to place, finish-
ing fifth.
With the outcome of the meet
essentially decided thanks to sev-
eral strong individual finishes, the
Ladies captured the 400 yard
freestyle relay in a pool record
time for good measure. The quar-
tet of Galloway, Holt, Garratt and
Ozolina each turned in solid splits
to win by 5 seconds in 3:34.33.
Laura Seckel
yard freestyle
Wittenberg at home on Saturday.
Pumped from their demolition of
Denison the day before, they pre-
pared for the meet in the morning
before their match-u- p, practicing in
order to get ready for Wittenberg.
Wittenberg finished fifth in the
NCAC relay invitational last win-
ter. Going into the meet, they knew
that Wittenberg would be an easier
win than Denison, and that proved
to be right. Freshman Chris Kleiner
started out Kenyon's thorough lead
with the 1,000 yard freestyle timed
in 11:03.19. Next up was sopho-
more Tom Ashby's first place fin
the water this weekend.
Results of the diving events were
unavailable by press time.
"I thought we swam really
well," said Holland after the 122-10- 9
win. "But Denison is still go-
ing to be a very competitive team
by the end of the season." Indeed,
most of Denison's fastest perfor-
mances of the meet, including two
of their three individual wins, came
from first-year- s.
The meet against Wittenberg
the following day saw some dif-
ferent Ladies take charge. With
many upperclassmen sitting out of
the meet or swimming in non-scori- ng
exhibition heats, the first-ye- ar
Ladies led the way.
"The number of exhibition
swims we had made it a very com
ish in the 200 yard freestyle
1:49.35, which was followed by a
second race for him, the 50 yard
freestyle, in which he placed second
with 23.30 only to fellow Lords jun-
ior Joe Strike who swam the 50 in
22.80. Freshman Chris D'Ardenne
competed and placed second in the
200 yard fly in 2:11.42. Sophomore
Chris Lohr beat out the competition
in the 100 yard freestyle wkh a time
of 51.37, while freshman Chris
Kliner again came though with the
first place finish in the 200 yard
backstroke clocking in at 2:10.09.
For the 500 yard freestyle, Lords
swimmer freshman Jimmy Berger
stepped up to smoke the Tigers at
5:25.14, while Kenyon's 200 yard
medley relay flew by Wittenberg's
swimmers. Junior Fernando
Rodriguez, senior Dan Kiepfer, jun-
ior Joe Strike and freshman Jimmy
Berger teamed up in the relay out-swimmi- ng
the pool with a time of
1:40.15.
Senior Justin Karpinos won his
race in the 100 yard backstroke with
a time of 57.65. Freshmen Jim Bell
stepped up to swim the 100 yard
breast and brought another Kenyon
first place clocking 1:04.35. Fresh-
man Travis Brennon swam and won
the 200 yard breaststroke in 2:22.64.
The end of the meet was finished
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petitive meet," said Holland. "Our
scoring swimmers definitely did a
nice job of stepping up, especially
during the second half of the meet
when the outcome was still unde-
cided." The meet's final score was
indeed close, as the Ladies squeaked
past the Tigers with a 154-14- 3 win.
Among those victorious was
Annie Racek '03, who won the
1,000 yard freestyle with a time of
11:08.22. Racek'stime was four sec-
onds faster than Denison's fastest
swimmer from the night before.
Brooke Birchell '05 captured the
100 yard breaststroke, while first-yea- rs
Danielle Korman and Rachel
Azaroff finished 1-- 2 in the both the
100 and 200 yard butterfly events.
Their classmates Marissa Stearns
and Carly Chornobil captured the 50
yard freestyle and 500 yard
freestyle, respectively. The 200 yard
medley relay was won by the La-
dies' team of Miller, Birchell,
Landry and Holland, and the quar-
tet of Dengler, Landry, Holland and
Holt won the 200 yard freestyle re-
lay.
The Kenyon divers got into the
act as well. Meg Shields '06 and
Quinn Hoffman '03 each captured
an event, as Shields took the one-yar- d
board, where Hoffman took
.
third place. On the three-yar- d board,
Hoffman led a 1-- 2 finish for the
Ladies.
The Ladies host the Toledo
Rockets on Saturday afternoon at
.
the Ernst Center at 1 p.m. The fo-
llowing week, they will host the Ak-
ron Zips, and a small group of the
team will be traveling to Chapel
Hill, N. C. to participate in the Un-
iversity of North Carolina's Nike
Cup.
first by a final individual victory for
junior Fernando Rodriguez with a
time of 56.81 for his 100 yard fly,
directly followed by the 200 yard
freestyle relay. Freshmen Dave
Dehart and Travis Brennon, along
with sophomore Chris Lohr and se-
nior Jon Phillipsborn completed the
meet with a smoking finish, winning
their race over the Tigers in 1 :3 1.66.
The Lords crushed Wittenberg, re-
sulting in a whopping 41-poi- nt di-
screpancy between the two teams:
Kenyon, 146; Wittenberg, 105.
"This is probably one of the
strongest teams Kenyon has ever
had," said sophomore Peter Gosselar.
Last year the Lords "only lost one
national champion, graduated se-
nior Michael Bonomo, and we
brought in a couple other people thai
are definitely going to finish at the
national level, including Freshman
Andre Duda." He continued, "We
have a really strong freshman class,
and Russ Hunt, sophomore transfer
from Indiana, will really help out our
team too."
The Lords swim against the
University of Toledo at home this
Saturday. Toledo is a Division
I
school, and the Lords are expecting
to have some stiff competition com-
ing their way this weekend. They
compete Saturday at 1 p.m.
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So good, so soon: the story of Christina McNamara
First year is Ladies Cross
"
Country's best runner from her very first race in a Kenyon uniform
nv i a v iin urnB Y JAY H ELMER
Sports Editor
Often when discussing first-- ;
year athletes whom they believe
will be "the future" of their pro-
grams, coaches and veterans use
terms like "promising" and "full
of potential." For the Ladies'
Cross Country team, the future is
now, and her name is Christina
McNamara. In her rookie season,
McNamara has already establ-
ished herself as the top runner on
the Ladies squad and one of the
best in the conference. In her
week off after she placed second
overall in the NCAC champions-
hip meet, and as she prepares for
the Great Lakes Region race,
McNamara described the course
of her first season running for
Kenyon.
McNamara arrived in Gam-bie- r
in mid-Augu- st for preseason
cross country training, and'her
first reactions to the team seemed
I usual. "I really like the team," she
1
said, "and we had the preseason,
!
and so it was fun to get to know
all of the girls." Her talent quickly
put her at the head of the class.
Said junior Laura Koss of
McNamara 's early performance,
;
"I realized that Christina had a lot
,
of talent in the first few days that
she was here. I was very excited to
see that she, along with many of
our other newcomers, would help
make the team much stronger."
The rest of the league got their
first look at the Ladies' freshman
phenom when Kenyon hosted the
GLCA Championships.
McNamara said, "I was nervous
going into them, but not exces-
sively nervous. I don't want it to








Don't let the innocent smile fool you. McNamara is as dangerous as they come on the Cross Country course.
that note of just having fun, but at
the same time be competitive." If
competitive means finishing third
out of 135 runners, then it appears
to be safe to say that McNamara
met her goal.
This was not simply begin-
ners' luck. In the subsequent
weeks, McNamara was
consistantly the first Lady across
the finish line. Despite her success,
McNamara was humble about the
Kevin Guckes
impression she made. It was mid-
way through the season at the
Ohio Northern Invitational when
McNamara finished third among
some of the best runners in Divi-
sion III where she reached a new
personal high. "There was the
meet we ran at Ohio Northern ...
where I was really happy with my
race and how I ran," she said.
Two weeks later, she was at
the NCAC race, and when it was
over, she walked away with the
honor of "Newcomer of the Year."
Although she has attained a level
of success unparalleled by a
Kenyon first-ye- ar runner in recent
years, McNamara appears humble
about the impression she has made.
"I don't think I thought I was go-
ing to be the best runner on the
team by any means."
McNamara retains that be-
nevolent enthusiasm that many
first-yea- rs display. It is this dispo-
sition that has helped her handle the
responsibility of being her team's
number one runner so early in her
career. "I think that Christina has
handled the pressure of being our
top runner very well," said Koss. "I
don't feel like she needs to deal with
much pressure from her teammates
which may make her feel comfort-
able."
McNamara will get a further test
at the regional meet on Saturday. The
real challenge will be next season,
when she will no longer be a surprise.
Competitors throughout the confer-
ence will be ready and waiting for
her. It's a task that Koss believes
McNamara is ready for. "Christina
definetly has the ability to be the top
runner in the NCAC." Take a good
look, ladies and gentleman. One of
best runners in the conference is here,
and she's only a first-yea- r.
SEASON RECAP: Kenyon'sfall sports season
FOOTBALL:F fiTRAT T . 1 O l c k?- -a - nn n imMn; ,1-- 9, (1-- 6 NCAC)
Ninth in NCAC
'RECAP:
It was another challenging
season for Lords football, as they
finished their second consecutive
1-
-9 season. The Lords opened
their season against Centre and.
despite a strong showing in the
tirst half of that game, fell 38- -
15. Three weeks later, the Lords
played their first NCAC game of
ne year and were shut out by
Wabash 58-- 0, on their way to an
0-- 7 start to the season. In week
ieight, they welcomed the Hiram
Terriers and picked up their lone
in ot the season. The Lords
'hen dropped their final two
games including a 79-- 0 drum
ming at the hands of nationallv- -
ranked Wittenberg.
'HIGHLIGHTS:
There were precious few
ln this department for the
""OS this Season. Snnhnmnro
linebacker Casev MrPnnnPn
Wished with 140 tar!fl onnrl
I
third in all of Division III.
PWhman linehnr-lrp- r Ti m
Nb also hit 100 tackles. A
pair of position
toned heads. After playing line-ack- er
and defensive back last
SeaS0n, SOnhnmoro roK,:
"a.tfield made the switch from
etseto offense to become the
's ninningbaclc. Hp finish
hh 709 rushine vards. Junior
PP'ain Jeremiah Thompson also
'Wltched from defensive to of-tensi- ve
tackle.




The Ladies finished the year
6-1- 0, equaling their win total
from last season. The Ladies be-
gan their season with a bang when
they crushed Hanover 6-- 0 in their
opener. The offensive explosion
was a rare one for the Ladies,
from whom goals were at a pre-
mium for the rest of the season,
including 1- -0 losses to NCAC
opponents Earlham and Oberlin.
This is not to say the Ladies'
season was not without drama,
however, as they played a total of
nine overtime periods, including
four against DePauw in the
middle of the season. In their
final game, the Ladies mounted a
courageous comeback against ri-
val Denison, when they scored
three unanswered goals to win
their final match of the year.
'HIGHLIGHTS:
With their offensive strug-
gling at times, the Ladies defense
led by junior Sarah Evans and
senior Erin Maturo and the stal-
wart play of goalie Tamar
Chalker, who played every
minute for the Ladies in net this
season, kept the Ladies competi- - ;
tive. On the offense, sophomores
Liz Aragona and Maggie Rosen 1
led the team with nine points each.
Junior Tai Chiappa was second
with five points, and Evans
chipped in with four points on
the year.




After a breakthrough year in
which they finished fourth in the
conference, making the playoffs
for the first time in recent years,
the Lords took a disappointing
step back this year. The Lords
struggled early, losing six of their
first seven contests in non-conferen- ce
play, scoring just four
goals in those games. In the week
leading up to conference games,
the Lords offense exploded, and
they picked up wins against
Malone and Baldwin Wallace.
However, Kenyon could not sus-
tain the momentum, as they
dropped their first two confer-
ence games. The Lords did win
three consecutive games late in
the season including a 2-- 1 double
overtime game against Denison.
The Lords ended their season
dropping four consecutive con-
ference games, three of which
were by one goal margins. The
most dramatic of the bunch was a
2-- 1 overtime loss to Wabash.
'HIGHLIGHTS:
For the Lords, junior An-
drew Sheridan led the scoring
punch with 13 points, closely fol-
lowed by senior Tyler Perfect at
nine points and freshman Henry
Costas with eight. Junior Jeff
Embleton led the defense, and
senior Jeremy Bauman logged
over 1,700 minutes in goal, ev
ery minute the Lords played.




Coming off a season in
which they won six games
overall and just two in the con-
ference, the Ladies made a
great improvement this sea-
son. The Ladies began the
season on a 3-1- -1 non-conferen- ce
tear, including wins
against Geneva, Westminister
and Baldwin Wallace, before
dropping four consecutive
matches. The first of which
was against Case Western Re-
serve, the game ended in a
narrow 1-- 0 loss for the Ladies.
At the beginning of conference
play, the Ladies caught fire
again, with shutout victories
over Earlham, Oberlin and
Wittenberg. The streaky Ladies
lost four straight again includ-
ing tight one goal losses to
Wooster and Denison. The La-
dies finished the season with a
5-- 0 blowout over Hiram before
losing to Ohio Wesleyan 3-- 0.
'HIGHLIGHTS:
The Ladies were lead by
Sophomore Heather Preston,
whose nine goals and ,18 points
led the team. Senior Melissa
Blum was second with 1 1 points
and sophomore Kathryn Salter
added nine points. The dynamic
duo of seniors Maureen Collins
and Becca Palacios split the time






It was an impressive sea-
son for the Ladies Volleyball
team, who improved their win
total by three over last year.
The Ladies started out with a 3-- 1
stretch before dropping four
straight matches. The Ladies
then went 4-- 4 for the balance of
September, where they went to
the maximum five games in all
but one of their wins, including a
thrilling victory against confer-
ence foe Allegheny . The first three
weeks of October were another
up-and-do- wn stretch for the La-
dies, as they went 4-- 6. In the last
.
weekend of October, the Ladies
hosted the Kenyon College Invi-
tational. Although they went 1- -3
in their own tournament, their
record was good enough to qualify
for the NCAC playoffs, where
they were defeated by Denison in
four hard-foug- ht games.
'HIGHLIGHTS:
For the Ladies two seniors
formed the nucleus of the team's
success: Cori Arnold and Lauren
Camp each went over the 400 kill
mark, and Arnold set the career
record for Kenyon. Camp also com-
piled 627 digs more than 300 more
than any other Lady. Junior Sarah
Wild had 338 kills on the year.
First-ye- ar Katie Walker also made
a significant contribution and
played in every game of every
match this season
16 The Kenyon Collegian
Rugby skewers Yeowomen, wins first of
BY TAMAR CHALKER
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon College Ladies
Rugby Team had their first win of
the season against the Oberlin
College Yeowomen in their last
match of the year this past Satur-
day. They came away from the
contest with a 10-- 7 victory. After
a close match against Ohio North-
ern University last weekend, the
Ladies were very pleased with
their performance on Saturday.
Both of the Ladies' tries were
scored by first-ye- ar Hayes Wong.
She was able to put the Ladies on
the scoreboard first, power-steppin- g





The 2002 Kenyon Football
Lords thought they had seen it all.
They had been overmatched, run- -
pver and even tasted victory
bnce.The Lords went into their
ast game of the season looking
:o avoid obliteration against the
rigers of Wittenberg, last year's
onference champs. The Lords
fell 79-- 0.
The Tigers tacked 21 points
pnto the board in the first seven
ninutes. Jason Stephan ran well,
A'ith scores of 4 and 42 yards.
Then the Lords had yet another
Dunt blocked. This little bit of
Wittenberg special teams play oc
curred in the end zone, and they
ecovered the loose ball for the
ouchdown. As if the Tiger roar
wasn't loud enough in the first
quarter, the Tigers continued their
ittack on the Lords in the second,
jutting up a 35 spot.The Tiger de-
fense feasted on Kenyon quarter-jac- k
Brad Noojin, who was
acked five times arid threw for
hree interceptions. All that was
eft in the wake of Wittenberg's
:ull out dominance of the Lords
.vas a scoreboard read 79-- 0 and
in offense that racked up 434
ards rushing on an astonishing
11.2 yards per play.
The Tigers punted on third
jown, kicked field goals on sec-
ond down and dressed 150 play
ers to Kenyon's 28. The Lords
ould have used a few of those
pare bodies, as the light-spee- d Ti
ber defense did its fair share of
warming, pursuing and crunch-Th- e
Lords played hard, re
gardless of the outcome, and with
hat, the 2002 season was in the
300 ks. Statistically, it will be a re-
minder for all future Lords that
Jon the purple helmet of what they
jon't want their seasons to be.
rlowever, statistics never tell the
vhole story. These Lords worked
wd, enduring endless criticism
rrom students at Kenyon other
schools and the media. They
squad. However, their lead did not
last long, as a Yeowoman player
broke through and was able to out
run the Ladies backs. The conver-
sion kick worth one point was
good, which left the Ladies trail-
ing 7-- 5.
In the second half, the Ladies
regrouped and played as a more co-
hesive unit, battling to break
through the Oberlin line. After hard
work and some close calls, the La-
dies were able to come through.
Wong again was able to score, giv-
ing the Ladies all they heeded to
win the contest.
Saturday's game, played at
Oberlin, was a much more clean
game than the Ladies have seen
scratched, clawed, and fought with
all their might. For a severely un-
dermanned squad of 35, playing in
a division where most teams need
60 guys just to compete, they put
forth a gritty effort and for the most
part did the best they could. It
should be noted that they eluded
the cellar with a 22-1- 0 victory over
Hiram.
For all that went wrong this
year, with key injuries to junior
Milan Perazich, sophomore Nick
Stalick, junior Dustin Grannis, se-
niors Adam Partridge, Nate Fergus
and Brian and Chris Mazzolini, the
Lords still managed to bring some
excitement to Gambier. Leadership
was provided by junior captain
linemen Joe Craig and Jeremiah
Thompson who maintained posi-
tive attitudes throughout the entire
season. Calvin Hatfield '05 did an
excellent job running the ball for
the Lords in the second half of the
season, being the spark that proved
to be the difference against Hiram.
His offensive line blocked well for
him. Quarterback Brad Noojin,
when not hurried, sacked or gored,
was calm under pressure and
played well within the Lords of-
fense. The linebacking corps was
the Lords' strongest link. Casey
McConnell '05 and Tim Webb '06
led the group, each hitting the cen-
tury mark in tackles.
Kenyon Football will begin a
new chapter in 2003 with a whole
new set of expectations, chal-
lenges, and goals. With all the
amazing feats, some infamous,
witnessed this year, one cannot
even venture a guess at what next
year's Lords will bring to the table.
Final record: foot-
ball 1-- 9
Lords season recap on
page 15
SPORTS
this season. The officiating was
fair, but very strict. This resulted
in a large number of scrum downs.
Scrummies Alexis Cameron '04,
Kelsey Harden '05, Kate Whitcomb
'05 and Julia Kinkel '04 found
themselves able to dominate these
scrum downs.
The Oberlin scrum was not
as strong as the Ladies' and of-
ten collapsed, leading to another
scrum. The Yeowomen were rela-
tively the same size as the
Kenyon Ladies, who have often
found themselves smaller than
their competitors. The game
volved a lot of kicking and run-
ning up and down the field. Like
their last game, the Ladies had
Dancers take 2nd at U. Mich




schools that dwarf Kenyon's enroll-
ment, the Ballroom Dance Club
danced with confidence this past
weekend in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Kenyon's team placed second over-
all in the America Team Event, third
in Beginner Team Match and fifth
in International Team Match.
'This is the third year that we
have gone to U of M, and this is by
far the best we've done at this com-
petition," club president Ksenia
Sokoly anskaya said. "This weekend
in Michigan surely counts as one of
our best performances overall. And
we did keep up the tradition of hav-
ing our newcomers sweep certain
categories, so that was pleasant, as
always."
This year's team took the nec-
essary steps to prepare for the com-
petition, Members attend foursched-ule- d
practices a week, as well as nu-
merous voluntary meetings with
partners. Although students join the
club for social reasons, there is a
competitive element to the team.
"Most join for social, not com-
petitive reasons. The ones that tend
to stick with it the longest though,
have gone to at least one competi-
tion," Sokolyanskaya said. Compe-
titions are the things that have many
people hooked. For some, it's too
stressful, and they prefer just to
dance socially, but most get really
addicted to competing."
Kenyon's best showing was in
the American Team competition, fin-
ishing second only to Michigan. In
American Smooth, senior Phillip
Ross and sophomore Sara Murdock
led the way, claiming first in two
competitions, Bronze Tango and
Bronze Foxtrot. They also claimed
second and fifth, respectively, in the
Bronze Waltz and Bronze Viennese
Waltz.
"With Sara and I, it seems that
every dance is truly a 'performance.'
Our goal is to have tons of fun and
hopefully the judges will see that,"
Ross said. "My main goal is to
gather a fan club from the surround-
ing audience."
Also scoring points for Kenyon
many scoring opportunities but
were only able to convert on two
of them.
In the back, Casey Smith '06
had a great game. Oberlin at-
tempted to kick the ball downfield,
and she was able to kick it back
or run it up. With her great speed
and footwork, Smith was able to
usually make up much of the
yardage Oberlin had tried to
gain. Other solid performers
were Sam Hudgins '05, Lizzie
Deimeke '06, Cameron, Wong
and Harden. The entire team
was able to come together and
put a strong game in their final
outing.
After a long season and a
1 I -
Junior Jen George and Matt McCaw
in American Smooth was the duo
of junior J.P Barringer and sopho-
more Grace Culbertson. Their
dancing was awarded second in
Bronze Tango and Bronze
Viennese Waltz and third in Bronze
Waltz. In newcomer events for
American Smooth competition, the
freshmen duo of Marta Evans and
Brian Neenan were too much for
their competition. They swept the
category, claiming first in new-
comer events for Waltz, Tango and
Foxtrot.
In the American Rhythm
competition, junior Ksenia Sok-
olyanskaya teamed up with Colum-
bus DanceSport Academy member
Alex Timokin to win the Silver
Cha-ChaRum-
ba, Silver Swing
Mambo and Novice Cha-Ch- a
RumbaSwing. Sokolyanskaya's
contribution to the team is not lim-
ited to these high finishes. As presi-
dent, Sokolyanskaya brings expe- -'
rience to the table.
"Our president, Ksenia, is an
incredible teacher," junior Vice
President Taryn Myers said. "She's
been doing ballroom since she was
eight years old, so she is able to
teach us technique, new steps and
about the ins and outs of competi-
tion in general."
Heading into the competition,
the Kenyon team knew it faced a
daunting task in competing against
ballroom powerhouses like the host
University of Michigan. The team,
however, knew it could compete
with the other ten schools, all of
hursdav. NovemDer ii.j j ,
season
good day of hard work the La
dies were finally able to pull ev-
erything together and play a great
game. Kinkel said, "You could
really see the progression we
have made as a team from the be-
ginning of the season. We were a
much more cohesive unit."
People were filling in the
gaps in the back line and making
aggressive plays toward the tri-lin- e,
dropping their shoulders and
power stepping through the
Oberlin backs. The ball move-
ment was also much cleaner and
effective in this game. The La-
dies played a dominant and over-
all great game as they ended their
season.
Taryn Myers
'02 show off some fancy footwork.
which were much larger universities.
"I'd say we were highly conf-
ident," Ross said. "Our feam had
nearly as many people as the Un-
iversity of Michigan's team. With thai
many people going, and the team
energy and spirit flowing, I think we
knew something great was going to
happen over the weekend, and il
definitely did."
"We placed second in Amen-ca- n
Team Match. This means that the
only school that beat us was U of
M. They were the home team, and
they're also the reigning national
champions, so we were cool with
that," Myers said. "We beat both
OSU and Purdue name another
Kenyon sports team that can
that."
Along with proving itself a
powerhouse in Ballroom Dancing,
the Kenyon team showed its com-
petition that it knows how to enjoy
a good time, as well, as several of
its members placed in the "Fun
Dance" events. Ross and Myers
placed first in Merengue, Murdock
and Kenyon alum Matt McCaw '0.
placed second in Hustle and
McCaw andTimoken teamed up to
place first in same-se- x Rumba.
"Fun dances are events thal
aren't in the usual ballroom
reperoire that you get to do at the
end of the day to just have a good
time," Myers said. "They're ope"
to everyone in the competition, so
that means that you're often com-
peting against people who dance at
much higher levels than you do.
